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Abstract 
 

 
 

The expansion of urban areas and associated loss of natural areas due to development are 

greatly contributing to global biodiversity loss. Furthermore, development produces direct 

harm to wildlife and their habitat. In New Zealand, lizards and their habitat are legally protected 

and damage due to development of a natural area must be avoided or mitigated whenever 

possible. Mitigation translocations, the intentional relocation of individuals from the site to be 

developed to a receptor site, have become commonly used to meet legal obligations; however, 

mitigation translocations do not guarantee survival of individuals or population success at the 

receptor site. I aimed to evaluate the success of a mitigation translocation case study, 

proactively plan receptor sites for a mitigation translocation, and develop a framework for 

selecting and preparing receptor sites to provide better mitigation translocation outcomes, 

particularly for herpetofauna. I evaluated the short-term success of a mitigation translocation 

case study using results from post-release monitoring at receptor sites. This is one of the first 

studies to provide multiple post-release monitoring sessions and detail recapture rates and body 

condition changes of lizards at receptor sites with and without resident populations following 

mitigation translocation. I expanded upon commonly used receptor site selection criteria and 

translocation data management systems by proactively studying and preparing receptor sites in 

regional parks, including conducting pilot surveys to evaluate resident populations. Recapture 

rates were similar between receptor sites (9% and 11.8%) and the limited number of recaptured 

individuals showed an increase in body condition from the time of salvage to intervals of one- 
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and two-years post-release. Presence of residents was not found to have an effect on recapture 

rates or body condition changes. Implementation of enhanced site selection criteria resulted in 

approval of six sites within three protected areas for future mitigation translocations. These 

sites had low numbers of resident lizards present, if at all. A geodatabase was developed to 

store results from receptor site evaluations before and after translocation. Together, the 

improved criteria and geodatabase fit into a framework for selecting and preparing receptor 

sites to improve outcomes of mitigation translocations of herpetofauna. The framework 

produced has potential to be used at a national level, in collaboration with ecologists, iwi, and 

community groups, and for a variety of species. Mitigation translocations should be re-

evaluated as the go-to method to mitigate damage to lizards due to development; however, if 

they must continue, it is essential that best practices are used, and results are published so that 

outcomes can improve for biodiversity. 
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Chapter 1 

Mitigation translocations of herpetofauna and their receptor sites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1. Introduction 

 
Urbanization is regarded as one of the top contributors to global biodiversity loss, resulting in 

significant decline for a large number of species (Bongaarts, 2019). A dramatic increase in the 

human population (doubling in the last 50 years; Roser et al., 2013) increases pressure on what 

are already heavily populated urban areas. Urban areas currently account for approximately 3% 

of global land cover and are expected to triple in the next decade to accommodate the growing 

population (Potere & Schneider, 2007; Grimm et al., 2008). As urban boundaries expand, 

indigenous land covers which provide habitat for wildlife are replaced by buildings, roadways, 

farmlands and public access areas (Decker & Chase, 1997). This results in the loss and 
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fragmentation of habitat leading to the endangerment of and loss of species (McKinney, 2006; 

Gallego- Carmona et al., 2016; Newmark et al.,  2017; Markle et al., 2018). Destruction of 

habitat eliminates the possibility for wildlife to safely remain in their original areas during 

construction and there are many options for responding to development applications which 

propose to endanger native      wildlife. These include, declining applications for development 

(Department of Conservation, 2019), negotiating environmental and/or biological offsets 

(Brown et al., 2013; Moreno-Mateos et al., 2015; Le Coent et al., 2017;           Maseyk et al., 2018), 

or mitigating direct harm by translocating wildlife from the development site (a type of 

mitigation translocation, Germano et al. 2015). The mitigation response chosen depends on 

case-by-case negotiations between developers, territorial authorities (councils or landowners 

of the site to be developed), contracted ecologists or advisors, and governing bodies which 

enforce protection of wildlife or natural areas (Anderson et al., 2012; Pérez et al., 2012; Sarah 

Herbert pers. comm.). Factors which may influence the response option selected include legal 

obligations or protections (e.g. threat status classification), ecological and biological 

considerations for the species to be impacted, and logistical restrictions such as timelines and 

financial constraints (Brown et al. 2013; Germano et al., 2015; Lennon, 2019; Nash et al., 

2020).    

Mitigation translocations are the intentional movement of organisms from a site set for 

development to another location to mitigate damages caused to organisms (IUCN/ SSC, 2013), 

and are quickly becoming the most common ‘solution’ to mitigate wildlife-development 

conflicts (Miller et al., 2014; Germano et al., 2015). The International Union for Conservation 

of Nature (IUCN) recommends mitigation translocations follow the same translocation 

guidelines and standards as conservation translocations (IUCN/SSC, 2013; Batson et al., 2015); 

however, recent studies report inconsistencies in the application of these standards (Germano 

et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; Bradley et al., 2020), particularly for herpetofauna (Edgar et 
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al., 2005; Harper et al., 2018; Nash & Griffiths, 2018; Nash et al., 2020). Furthermore, 

mitigation translocations are the most common translocation type to report inconclusive or 

failure results and do not often prioritize establishment of a viable population (Germano & 

Bishop, 2009; Germano et al., 2015), the previous determinant of a successful translocation 

(Griffith et al., 1989; Dodd & Seigel, 1991).  

While conservation and                      research-driven translocations generally focus on the survival 

of individual animals (and overall net conservation benefit) and use “ best practices” as 

recommended by the IUCN,  success rates vary depending on species and translocation 

methodology (Griffith et al., 1989; Fischer & Lindenmayer, 2000; Germano & Bishop, 2009; 

Ewen et al., 2014). Best practices include identification of and control for the agent of decline, 

preparation of the receptor site, long-term post-release monitoring and supplementation to 

habitat and the population as needed to encourage establishment (Batson et al., 2015; 

IUCN/SSC, 2013).  In contrast to conservation translocations, mitigation translocations may 

occur in order to comply with country-specific wildlife protection legislation (Wildlife Act, 1953 

(NZ); Endangered Species Act of 1973 (USA); Wildlife & Countryside Act, 1981 (UK); 

Resource Management Act, 1991 (NZ); Animal Welfare Act, 1992 (AUS);  Conservation of 

Habitats and Species Regulations, 2010 (UK); IUCN/SSC, 2013; Nature  Conservation Act, 

2014 (AUS)), and therefore may not use “best practice” protocols. This is concerning given 

their track record of inconclusive or failed results (Edgar et al., 2005; Germano et al., 2015; 

Sullivan et al., 2015; Devan-Song et al., 2016; Lennon, 2019; Bradley et al., 2020). Researchers 

are continuing to question the protocols used in mitigation translocation scenarios and are 

challenging whether they should occur, since they are often proposed as go-to methodology 

when wildlife stands in the way of development (Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Germano et al., 2015; 

Sullivan et al., 2015; Bradley et al., 2020; Nash et al., 2020).  
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1.1.1. Translocation success 

 
Determinants of translocation success have been widely debated and requested by translocation 

reviewers for almost 3 decades (Griffith et al., 1989; Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Fischer & 

Lindenmayer, 2000; Germano & Bishop, 2009) and are still not clarified today, although 

progress has been made to identify objective and achievable goals using re-introduction biology 

literature (Armstrong & Seddon, 2008; Pérez et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2014; Bradley et al., 

2020). These include defining objectives with timeframes to determine project success, 

collection of baseline data, appropriate release circumstances covering aspects of species 

biology and behaviour, site preparedness, and most importantly management of factors linked 

to population declines, follow-up monitoring, and publication of results regardless of outcome 

(Seigel & Dodd, 2002; Germano & Bishop, 2009; Moseby et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2014; 

Germano et al., 2015; Romijn & Hartley, 2016). 

There is a growing body of research evaluating how to determine the success of 

translocations for herpetofauna (Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Fitzgerald et al., 2015; McCoy et al., 

2014; Miller et al., 2014; Romijn & Hartley,  2016). Early reviews of wildlife translocations 

report an imbalance in success rates based on taxonomic group – success rates of repatriations 

and translocations of mammals and birds was twice as high as that of herpetofauna (44% and 

19%, respectively (Griffith et al., 1989; Dodd & Seigel, 1991)). However, Germano & Bishop 

(2009) reviewed the global translocations of herpetofauna from 1991 – 2006 using short-term 

markers of success, such as, evidence of recruitment and evidence of founder (translocated 

individuals) survival, or an increased population size documented in long-term monitoring. 

With these criteria, 42% of reviewed herpetofauna translocations were classified as successful. 

The study separately evaluated translocations motivated by human-wildlife conflict (~16% of 

reviewed reptile translocations, although this group included translocations in response to 

development and nuisance animal conflict) and reported these had higher failure rates (~ 
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62.5%) than conservation or research-motivated translocations; (~15%, Germano & Bishop, 

2009).  

Regardless of the motivating factor, measuring success of reintroductions or 

translocations is a non-trivial undertaking. Long-term goals are generally the eventual 

development of a viable self-sustaining population, whereas short-term success might be 

measured by observation of new recruitment within the translocated group and population 

growth (Griffith et al., 1989; Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Seddon et al., 2007; Germano & Bishop, 

2009; Germano et al. 2015). Long-term goals can be difficult to reach within 5 – 10 years for 

many species, particularly for herpetofauna which might reproduce slowly (Dodd & Seigel, 

1991; Germano et al. 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015). Many translocations only receive short-

term monitoring (< 5 years) post-release, if any, making it difficult to classify them as 

successful (even in the short-term; Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et 

al., 2015), particularly for long- lived species with low reproductive output such as some New 

Zealand lizards (Miller et al., 2014; Cree & Hare, 2016; Romijn & Hartley, 2016). Miller et 

al. (2014) modified traditional success criteria into four stages to assess translocation 

outcomes based on the time since release. Romijn & Hartley (2016) expanded on these stages 

by applying timeframes based on common lizard life histories. Their application was relevant 

for evaluating New Zealand lizards; the four stages were: 1. survival and growth of founders 

(0 – 4 years post-translocation), 2. evidence of reproduction (5 – 9 years), 3. population growth 

(10+ years), and 4. viable population (15+ years). These criteria have begun to be used as 

tools to assess success of lizard populations in New Zealand in translocation research projects 

(Miller et al., 2014; Romijn & Hartley, 2016; Lennon, 2019) and habitat use studies (Herbert, 

2020). 

In reviews of mitigation translocations, the projects are generally evaluated against 

criteria such as those listed above; however, mitigation translocations often have legal 
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obligations instead of or alongside conservation goals (Germano et al., 2015). This means, to 

assess success of a mitigation translocation, the objectives and timeline for evaluation must 

be detailed, including legal obligations such as removal of wildlife, provision of enhancement 

or supplementary aid at receptor sites, or offsets which benefit other conservation efforts 

outside of the translocation (Brown et al. 2013, 2014; Maseyk et al., 2018). While some 

studies show that mitigation translocations appear to meet legal obligations (Lennon, 2019), 

this does not mean they meet conservation goals or provide net conservation benefits, and in 

fact may cause net biodiversity or habitat loss (Moreno-Mateos et al., 2015; Le Coent et al., 

2017).  

  1.1.2. New Zealand Lizards 

 
The New Zealand archipelago hosts one of the highest diversities of lizards adapted to cool 

temperate environments on the globe (Towns et al., 2016). There are now 100+ taxa in the 

Scincidae (Daugherty et al., 1994) and Diplodactylidae families (Hitchmough et al., 2016a). 

Lizards are a dominant fauna on the terrestrial landscape, with some species occupying wide 

ranges (e.g. coastal habitats, alpine and sub-alpine areas, native                     forests and bush; Chapple & 

Hitchmough, 2016; Towns et al., 2016). New Zealand lizards have slow life histories with most 

reaching sexual maturity by 4 – 7 years of age, and     low reproductive output (2 – 3 offspring/ 

breeding period with some only producing offspring  every second year; Cree & Hare, 2016). 

These traits make it difficult to determine population                           viability and conservation status with 

short-term monitoring. 

Currently, 87% of the 106 described taxa are listed by the New Zealand Threat 

Classification System as “Threatened” or “At Risk”, with many taxa still listed as “Data 

Deficient” (Hitchmough et al., 2016a). Main threats to New Zealand lizards are predation from 

introduced mammals and habitat loss (Knox et al., 2014; Hitchmough et al. 2016). Lizards were 
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greatly impacted by the arrival of human settlers, nearly 700 years ago, experiencing predation 

from novel mammalian predators and habitat loss due to land use changes (native forest and 

bush being cleared for agricultural purposes, Towns and Daugherty 1994; Wilmshurst et al., 

2008). 

New Zealand fauna evolved on the archipelago for millions of years without the 

presence of mammalian predators. A suite of introduced mammals such as rats (kiore, Rattus 

exulans, R. norvegicus, and R. rattus), mustelids (stoats (Mustela erminea), ferrets (M. furo), 

and weasels (M. nivalis), mice (Mus musculus), along with some domesticated animals (e.g. 

dogs (Canis familiaris), cats (Felis catus)) prey on native reptiles (Hoare et al., 2007; Salo et 

al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2017). Predator control has increased in the country since studies 

reported a positive relationship between the eradication of introduced predators on offshore 

islands and improved survivability and reproduction of native species (Whitaker, 1973; 

Towns, 1991; Towns, 1995; Monks et al., 2014; Parkes et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2016). 

Predator control of introduced mammalian predators (henceforth referred to as simply 

“predator control”) currently involves distribution of poison baits and/or trapping; results of 

predator control studies inspired the development of predator-proof fences for mainland 

sanctuaries, specifically designed to keep areas free of mammalian predators (Burns et al., 

2012; Nelson et al., 2016; Pech & Maitland, 2016; Innes et al., 2019). Eradication of 

introduced predators is an intensive process, particularly on mainland areas, and requires long-

term monitoring to ensure areas remain free from mammalian predators. When eradication is 

not possible, long-term maintenance of control techniques is required (Reardon et al., 2012; 

Russell et al., 2015; Glen et al., 2019). Predator Free New Zealand (2050) is a government 

initiative to eradicate mammals with the most impact on native flora and fauna (as identified 

by the Department of Conservation (DOC) and relevant studies) from the entirety of New 

Zealand by 2050, with milestones set until then including regional management and eradication 
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plans (Department of Conservation, 2020b). Target mammalian predators include mustelids, 

rats (Rattus exulans are a taonga for some iwi – requiring further discussion for eradication), 

and brush tailed possums (Trichosurus vulpecula; Owens, 2017; Department of Conservation, 

2020b). The program does not target mice, European hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus), and 

feral cats (Linklater & Steer, 2018; Peltzer et al., 2019), which have also been reported preying 

on lizards (Gillies & Clout, 2003; Spitzen – van der Sluijs et al., 2009; Rouco et al., 2017); 

some non-target mammals may experience competitive or meso-predator release when target  

mammals are removed (Spitzen – van der Sluijs et al., 2009; Goldwater et al., 2012; Broome 

et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2018). 

Although the primary loss to habitat in New Zealand occurred when humans arrived as 

a result of burning and clearing for agricultural practices (Towns & Daugherty, 1994; 

Wilmshurst et al., 2008; Singers & Rogers, 2014), expansion of urban cores and development 

of natural areas continues to result in habitat loss for wildlife and overall biodiversity loss. 

We have little information on lizards in urban areas compared to protected habitat on offshore 

islands (Woolley et al., 2019). However, lizards are often encountered when development 

occurs in cities (Wildland Consultants, Ltd., 2019c).   

All native New Zealand lizards and their habitat are protected by three laws (Miskelly, 

2014). The Wildlife Act 1953 protects terrestrial vertebrates from being handled or disturbed 

without a permit. The Conservation Act 1987 conserves indigenous biodiversity, establishing 

the Department of Conservation and empowering DOC to intervene for the protection of 

biodiversity, including acting as the Wildlife Authority for permits under the Wildlife Act. 

Lastly, the  Resource Management Act (1991; RMA) provides protection of lizard habitat and 

requires that  development plans conduct biological surveys to assess the scale of damage to the 

environment  and biodiversity. Furthermore, if development plans score higher than “minor 

impact”, a resource consent permit and a plan to remedy, mitigate, or offset damages to 
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wildlife and the environment is required under the RMA (Anderson et al. 2012). The RMA is 

enacted by territorial authorities (city councils under regional council guidance; Resource 

Management Act, 1991). The legal obligation to protect lizards and their habitat while still 

meeting the needs of urban expansion has led to the development of lizard  management plans 

and use of mitigation translocations in New Zealand (Sherley et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 

2012; Germano et al., 2015). 

1.1.3. New Zealand Mitigation Translocations of Herpetofauna 

 
New Zealand is well known for pioneering reintroduction biology and conservation 

translocations (Department of Conservation, 1999; Seddon et al., 2007; Romijn & Hartley, 

2016). Before 2003, conservation- and research-driven translocations of herpetofauna were 

the only reported translocations since the DOC translocation database was developed in the 

1980’s (Romijn & Hartley, 2016). These were largely to conserve or re-introduce endangered 

lizard and reptile populations (tuatara, Sphenodon spp.) and involved transferring mainland 

populations to offshore islands following successful predator eradication (Nelson et al., 2002; 

Cromarty & Alderson, 2013; Romijn & Hartley 2016). However, the development and 

enforcement of the RMA has resulted in mitigation translocations becoming one of the most 

common types of translocation in New Zealand, occurring as frequently as conservation 

translocations from 2003 - 2013 (Romijn & Hartley 2016). 

Romijn & Hartley (2016) reviewed 28 mitigation translocations of herpetofauna in New 

Zealand. A majority of reviewed mitigation translocations did not report post-translocation                                 

monitoring data (68%) and if post-release monitoring occurred it was for less than 4 years 

with only one occurrence of post-release monitoring 5 – 9 years post-release (Romijn & 

Hartley, 2016). These results follow trends observed in recent mitigation translocation 

reviews (such as Miller et al., 2014; Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015). Lennon 
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(2019) accessed nine mitigation translocations and revisited them to assess short-term success 

5 – 10+ years after release in lieu of this earlier recognised lack of monitoring or data 

reporting. They found that several of the sites could not be assessed against short-term success 

criteria due to a lack of permanent  identifiers used on founders, lack of monitoring 0 – 4 years 

post-release (33%), or lack of pre- release monitoring for resident individuals which confound 

capture records in subsequent monitoring efforts (22%, at varying levels of effort for the other 

78%). Only two of the nine translocations showed evidence of reproduction – not necessarily 

meeting a standard for Stage 2 success but providing evidence to support reproduction may be 

occurring at those sites. These                                 publications and the global reviews of mitigation translocations 

which came before them provide evidence for caution around the use of mitigation 

translocations, and the need for development of better practice and/or legal requirements when 

conducting mitigation translocations to ensure their measurable success. In particular, these 

studies emphasize the need for use of permanent lizard identification tools, lizard monitoring 

and marking at receptor sites, reporting of salvage and post-release data, receptor site 

preparation including habitat evaluation and enhancement as needed, predator control and 

monitoring pre- and post-release,  and standardized planning and framework to apply best 

practices. Recent studies (in New Zealand and globally) continue to experiment with 

techniques to improve biodiversity outcomes of mitigation translocations (for herpetofauna, 

particularly). These include, habitat enhancement at receptor sites (Fitzgerald et al., 2015; 

Nafus et al., 2017; Harper et al., 2018; Lennon, 2019), conducting ‘soft -releases’ 

(DeGregorio et al., 2020; Flynn-Plummer & Monks, 2021), evaluating post-release dispersal 

(Knox & Monks, 2014; Angeli et al., 2018; Nash & Griffiths, 2018), continuing to evaluate 

determinants of success (Miller et al., 2014; Bradley et al., 2020) and publishing results (even 

of failed translocations, such as Nash et al., 2020).  

Mitigation translocations are currently reactive events and territorial authorities find 
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themselves in a position of being approached under tight timeframes for access to their sites to 

provide opportunities for rehoming lizards resulting from local developments. In New 

Zealand, there is an appetite to implement best practices as outlined by the IUCN and DOC 

(Department of Conservation Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 2019) in mitigation 

translocations, particularly for a more proactive approach for the selection and preparation of 

receptor sites. The situation is made more complex because little is known about diversity and 

abundance of  lizards in urban areas. The demand for mitigation translocations to provide 

better biodiversity outcomes has been well documented in literature and unless the key 

concerns can be identified and resolved, they should be strongly reconsidered as an option to 

mitigate damage to wildlife. 

 

1.2. Thesis aims and organization 
 

I aimed to evaluate the success of a mitigation translocation, to proactively plan for a mitigation 

translocation, and to use these learnings to develop a framework for conducting mitigation 

translocations that would bring more rigor to the process and ultimately better outcomes for 

the translocations. 

In Chapter 2 I evaluate short-term success of a mitigation translocation, including the 

recapture of translocated individuals and changes in their body conditions. I address the impact 

of a “resident” population on translocated lizards. 

In Chapter 3 I develop a set of criteria to assist territorial authorities to proactively 

select and prepare receptor sites for future mitigation translocations, including researching 

local lizard populations, preparing and testing a geodatabase for receptor sites, and 

recommending a framework for selecting and preparing receptor sites for mitigation 

translocations of lizards. 

Chapter 4 is a discussion chapter where I test the framework from Chapter 3 using the 
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translocation followed in Chapter 2. I make recommendations and outline future opportunities 

for the expansion and application of this framework. 

Data chapters of this thesis are written for journal publication (Chapter 2) or for 

management recommendation documents for governmental use (Chapter 3). As such, there is 

some repetition between chapters, particularly in Introduction sections. This thesis is one of 

the first to follow a mitigation translocation of native skinks and report on their survival and 

growth over two years post-release. Results and observations from this study inform the criteria 

developed for selection of mitigation translocation receptor sites for native skinks. These 

criteria are prepared and tested as part of a larger research project being conducted by Greater 

Wellington Regional Council, in an effort to apply “best-practice” protocols to mitigation 

translocations of lizards and assess their usefulness in mitigating human impacts on urban 

lizard populations. 

This project was conducted under Victoria University of Wellington Animal Ethics 

Committee approval (AEC27041), Department of Conservation Wildlife and Conservation Act 

permit (Wildlife Act Authority – 50568-FAU), and Wellington City Council and Greater 

Wellington Regional Council permits for site access and alteration (low impact collecting 

permit). Iwi consultations included Ngāti Toa Rangatira, Te Atiawa ki Whakarongotai, and 

Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika. 
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Chapter 2 

Short-term success criteria for a mitigation translocation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2.1.  Introduction 

 
2.1.1. Urbanization and global biodiversity loss 

 
The urbanization of the human population has driven a dramatic expansion in the land cover 

occupied by cities (estimated to have tripled in the last decade; Roser et al., 2013). Increasingly, 

urbanization is being recognised as one of the leading causes of global biodiversity decline 

(Decker & Chase, 1997; Czech et al., 2000; McKinney, 2006; Bongaarts, 2019). In most 

countries, wildlife is protected by law and development sites must have biological assessments 

prior to land use change (such as: Endangered Species Act of 1973 (USA), Wildlife & 

Countryside Act 1981 (UK), Animal Welfare Act 1992 (AUS), Conservation of Habitats and 

Species Regulations 2010 (UK), Nature Conservation Act 2014 (AUS)). However, legal 
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obligation and actions used to mitigate the impact of development on wildlife vary considerably 

among countries (e.g. financial compensation for alternative conservation projects or 

development plans altered to exclude habitat; Brown et al., 2013; Le Coent et al., 2017; Maseyk 

et al., 2018). One common solution  is a mitigation translocation, the relocation of individuals 

from the site where development will                             take place to a receptor site (Germano et al., 2015). While 

mitigation translocations rescue individuals from immediate danger, they do not often result in 

positive conservation outcomes and their usefulness as a mitigation method has been 

questioned (Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; Lennon, 2019). Mitigation 

translocations of lizards were first documented in New Zealand in 2003 (Sherley et al., 2010) 

and within 10 years were occurring almost as frequently as conservation translocations (23 

mitigation and 24 conservation translocations reported from 2003 – 2013; Romijn & Hartley, 

2016). 

2.1.2. New Zealand mitigation translocations of herpetofauna 

 
Currently, 87% of 100+ known lizard taxa are listed as ‘Endangered’ or ‘At Risk’ using the 

New Zealand Threat Classification System (Hitchmough et al., 2016a). Lizards are vulnerable 

to introduced mammalian predators (Whitaker, 1973; Towns, 1991; Whitlow et al., 2003; 

Wedding, 2007) and many species are likely affected by increasing urbanization (Towns & 

Daugherty, 1994), particularly when their lives and their habitat are directly  endangered due 

to urban development. A recent study of New Zealand lizards in cities reports that 38% of lizard 

species have historic home ranges that include cities, of which only 40% are                                     still found in cities 

(Woolley et al., 2019). Four Oligosoma species were recorded as present in four cities (O. 

polychroma, O. aff. polychroma clade 5, O. aeneum, and O. ornatum), but trapping techniques 

likely missed the presence of other lizards which may have historical ranges in cities but 

were not captured using terrestrial monitoring techniques (for example, arboreal geckos). 

Further research on lizards in urban areas, particularly cities, will inform urban conservation 
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decisions and is a requirement in many national, regional, and city council biodiversity 

strategies (Auckland Council, 2012; Department of Conservation, 2020a; Hawke’s  Bay 

Regional Council, 2015; Otago Regional Council, 2018; Taranaki Regional Council, 2017). 

New Zealand lizards are protected through three main laws: the Conservation Act 

(1987), the Resource Management Act (1991; RMA), and the Wildlife Authority Act (1953) 

(Miskelly, 2014). The acts work together to ensure the overall protection and conservation of 

lizards and their habitats. The Conservation Act (1987) protects indigenous biodiversity, 

empowering the Department of Conservation (DOC) to intervene and advocate for the 

conservation of native species; however, this law is not often invoked in mitigation 

translocations of species with a threat classification of “Not Threatened” (Department of 

Conservation Lizard Technical  Advisory Group, 2019; Lennon, 2019) . If a species is 

recovered that is “Endangered” or “At Risk”, translocation protocols must follow 

conservation translocation strategy (Wildlife Act, 1953; Department of Conservation Lizard 

Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 2019). The                    Resource Management Act (1991) mandates 

“sustainable resource management and the mitigation of adverse effects on the environment”, 

protecting natural areas like indigenous lizard habitat and operating at a relatively large scale, 

focusing on population-level impacts. The RMA is enforced by territorial authorities (such as 

city councils under the guidance of regional councils) and developers must apply for a 

resource consent permit to alter land and negotiate impact mitigation strategies (Brown et al., 

2013; Maseyk et al., 2018). Wildlife Act Authority (permit) is required from the Department 

of Conservation to handle or disturb lizards (Wildlife Act, 1953). These laws require the 

developer to work with territorial authorities, DOC, and ecological consultants to evaluate the 

best method to mitigate damage caused by the development on lizards and their habitat at 

the site (Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2019; Wildland 

Consultants, 2019c). Although lizards have a high level of protection which guards them from 
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immediate danger at development sites (Wildlife Act, 1953; Resource Management Act, 

1991; Towns et al., 2016), the outcomes of mitigation translocations often result in net 

biodiversity and habitat loss (Ewen et al., 2014; Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; 

Lennon, 2019). Particularly, goals and obligations of mitigation translocations are to relocate 

lizards from development sites (Germano et al., 2015; Lennon, 2019) but stipulations over 

post-release monitoring and management vary among translocations; ultimately affecting 

outcomes (Brown et al., 2013; 2014; Ewen et al., 2014; Wildland Consultants, 2019c). 

2.1.3. Concerns with current NZ mitigation translocation practices 

 
Several issues currently impact the usefulness and success of mitigation translocations as a 

method to mitigate human impact on herpetofauna, and these can largely be summarised as a 

lack of “best-practice” protocols in salvage and post-release monitoring. According to 

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) guidelines, “best-practice” 

translocation protocols include controlling for the agent of decline, ensuring appropriate habitat 

in receptor sites, and conducting post-release monitoring (IUCN/SSC, 2013; Batson et al., 

2015). These practices are enforced in conservation- or research-driven translocations, in which 

there is heavy investment in survival of individual animals. Even with a strong level of 

compliance towards IUCN protocols, conservation and research translocations are not always 

successful (Griffith et al., 1989; Germano & Bishop 2009) and may have unpredictable 

challenges  (Tuberville et al., 2005; Letty et al., 2007; Pérez et al., 2012). However, mitigation 

translocations rarely follow the IUCN best-practice protocols (Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan 

et al., 2015). In New Zealand, the Department of Conservation developed  key principles of 

salvage and transfer of herpetofauna (Department of Conservation Lizard Technical 

Advisory Group, 2019); however, mitigation translocations specifically have not been 

reviewed for use of these principles (Cromarty & Alderson, 2013; Wildland Consultants, 

2019c). Key principles include defined goals and timeframes to evaluate measures of 
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establishment and success post-release, appropriate surveying of salvage and receptor sites 

prior to translocation, permanent identification of individuals at salvage to assess survival and  

body condition changes, and post-release monitoring and reporting of results to wildlife and 

management agencies (Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 

2019;                                 although see Wildland Consultants, 2019c). 

In early translocation publications, the determinant of translocation success was defined 

as the establishment of a self- sustaining population (Giffith et al., 1989; Dodd & Seigel, 1991). 

Miller et al. 2014 set smaller milestones (known as “stages”) for translocation success such as 

1. survival and growth of founders and 2. evidence of reproduction, that could be measured at 

earlier stages post-release. Romijn & Hartley 2016 recommended timeframes to accurately 

evaluate these stages based on the slow life histories of New Zealand lizards (Cree & Hare, 

2016) – Stage 1 in 0 – 4 years and Stage 2 in 5 – 9 years post-release. However, these   criteria to 

measure success often lack specific goals and timeframes for recapture rates and body 

condition assessments, making it difficult to assess the outcomes of the translocation in regard 

to conservation benefit or meeting legal obligations beyond relocating individuals. These 

criteria are also dependent on the use of permanent identifiers as they are best informed by 

analysing individual data over time post-release. 

Few studies document outcomes of mitigation translocations. Those that do present 

concerning results. For example, Romijn & Hartley (2016) reported only eight of 28 reviewed 

mitigation translocations provided post-release monitoring: only one translocation monitored 

within 4 years post-release reported more individuals captured than released and only one 

translocation reported findings 5 – 9 years post-release, but reported fewer individuals were 

captured than released. At the time of the review, no mitigation translocations were monitored 

beyond 10 years post-release. Lennon (2019) evaluated nine mitigation translocations 5 – 10 + 

years after release and could not assess Stage 1 success due to the presence of a resident 
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population at four of nine sites, lack of monitoring at a further two, and lack of permanent 

identifiers used in all translocations to separate translocated and resident individuals. Only 

two translocations met Stage 2 success, evidence of reproduction that could be directly linked 

to translocated groups, but this was only supported by finding one pregnant female and one 

juvenile overall (Lennon, 2019). 

Legal obligations vary on resource consent permits and Wildlife Authority conditions, 

particularly around requirements for environmental offsetting (Brown et al., 2013; 2014; 

Lennon, 2019) and post-release monitoring to properly evaluate success or initiate adaptive 

management strategies (Miller et al., 2014; Germano et al., 2015; Romijn & Hartley, 2016; 

Lennon 2019). Lennon (2019) evaluated compliance with legal obligations in nine mitigation 

translocations and reported that 71% met legal obligations stipulated by individual permits. 

However, the review also showed compliance to resource consent permit requirements (such 

as habitat enhancement and/or predator control) in mitigation translocations may not be 

enforced to a best practice standard (Brown, 2017). Financial compensation to the territorial 

authority may be provided instead, which may or may not directly benefit receptor sites and 

translocated groups (Brown et al., 2013; 2014; Le Coent et al., 2017; Lennon, 2019; Maseyk et 

al., 2018). 

Although urbanization endangers native fauna in urban areas, many regional and city 

councils (territorial authorities) of New Zealand have developed biodiversity strategies to meet 

legal obligations to biodiversity in their boundaries of governance and encourage biodiversity 

presence in cities (Auckland Council, 2012; Greater Wellington Regional Council, 2016; 

Hawke’s Bay Regional Council, 2015; Nelson City Council, 2018; Otago Regional Council, 

2018; Taranaki Regional Council, 2012, 2017; Wellington City Council, 2015). Most 

biodiversity strategies are recently developed, in the early stages of research and plan 

implementation, and focus first on preserving natural areas in the council’s jurisdiction. These 
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tasks are made more difficult when important public works, such as public transport 

infrastructure, need improvements. A case study example of a development which called for 

a mitigation translocation of lizards was the alteration to a cycleway in Wellington, New 

Zealand. 

2.1.4. Aims 

 
In this chapter, I report on post-release monitoring results for a case study involving the 

mitigation translocation of skinks from a development project in Wellington, New Zealand. I 

aim to evaluate and develop success criteria so they may be more widely applied to mitigation 

translocations and contribute to the decision-making over whether mitigation translocations 

should be used as a tool for urban developments. 

Specifically, I asked the following questions: 

 
1. Do lizards survive translocation? How do recapture rates at the receptor sites differ 

between translocated individuals and residents, and compare to recapture rates of 

control sites and other mitigation translocations? 

2. Is condition of individuals affected by translocation? In particular, is there a 

difference between individuals translocated to a receptor site with and without a 

large resident population? 

3. Is there evidence for population viability of translocated skinks in this case study? 

In the short term this requires survival and maintenance of condition of founders, 

evidence of recruitment, and recapture rates that increase over time. 

 

2.2.  Methods 

 
2.2.1. Salvage and post-release monitoring 

 
A cycleway development plan was proposed by Wellington City Council along Cobham Drive 

(henceforth referred to as the salvage site), a road in central Wellington city connecting 

Miramar Peninsula to the central business district in 2018 (Figure 2.1.). The development plans 
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associated with the project endangered a population of northern grass skinks (O. polychroma) 

and plans for a mitigation translocation were put into motion in January 2019 following 

resource consent permit approval from the territorial authority (also Wellington City Council) 

and complying to national legal obligations (Wildlife Act, 1953; Resource Management Act, 

1991; Wildland Consultants, Ltd., 2018). Northern grass skinks are a relatively short-lived 

species (3-5 years) when compared to most New Zealand lizards (5+ year life spans). They 

reach maturity at only 1.5 – 2 years old and are live-bearing, producing 3-6 young per year                  

(Daugherty et al., 1990; van Winkel et al., 2018). They are a small skink (up to 80mm; van 

Winkel et al., 2018) which seem to have maintained healthy populations  within cities (often 

even in the presence of predators; Wooley et al., 2019) and a relatively large distribution, found 

in the lower half of the North Island and north-western parts of the South Island (Chapple & 

Hitchmough, 2016; Hitchmough et al., 2016a). 

The skink population at the salvage site was previously studied from November 2017 

 

– December 2018, as part of an urban biodiversity project. Results from this study suggest the 

site hosted a dense population of northern grass skinks (8.13 skinks/100 trap days, Woolley, 

2020). The site is coastal, north facing with an open canopy and habitat associated with this 

species such as low-growing taupata (e.g. Coprosma repens), harakeke/ kōrari (flax, Phorium 

tenax), and tall grasses like tussocks (van Winkel et al., 2018; Wildland Consultants, 2018; 

Woolley et al., 2019). 

Three hundred and twenty-three baited 2-litre pitfall traps were deployed over six days 

in late January 2019 (subsequently referred to as the salvage event or session 5, Figure 2.2.). 

Over this time, 389 northern grass skinks (129 females (F), 124 males (M), and 136 juveniles 

(J)) were captured, measured, and ‘marked’ (permanent identifier in the form of unique toe 

codes) before release to one of two receptor sites (Figure 2.1. and 2.2.; Wildland Consultants, 

2019a). 
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Receptor site A is located on Mount Victoria, between the Wellington city centre and 

the salvage site (Figures 2.3.C.). This site provided open-canopied grasses and shrubbery with 

regenerating native bush; however, no skink presence was reported in previous monitoring 

efforts (Woolley, 2020). Receptor site B is in Houghton Bay, a south-facing bay similar in 

composition to the salvage site– an open-canopy coastal site with ample skink refugia in the 

form of tall grasses, native shrubs, and boulders (Figures 2.3.A. and D.). Receptor site B did 

not receive lizard monitoring prior to release, but northern grass skinks were observed during 

release of the translocated group and in post-release monitoring. One hundred individuals were 

released at receptor site A and 289 individuals were released at receptor site B in late January 

2019 (Figures 2.2. and 2.3.; Wildland Consultants, 2019a). 

Post-release monitoring (henceforth referred to as monitoring session 5.5) was 

conducted by contracted ecologists at receptor site A in January 2019 (Woolley, 2020) and 

receptor site B in March 2019 (Figure 2.2.; Wildland Consultants, 2019b). I monitored both 

receptor sites for four additional sessions from December 2019 – January 2021 (henceforth 

referred to as sessions 6 – 9; Figure 2.2.). Each summer had two sessions of ten days each, one 

in early summer (November/December) and one in late summer (January/February.) In session 

5.5, monitoring methods and duration differed between the two receptor sites. Receptor site A 

initially involved a 5 x 5 grid of 4-litre pitfall traps; these were in place through the subsequent 

four monitoring sessions. I also installed additional traps in November 2019. These were pairs 

of pitfall traps placed 4 metres apart, installed at release points along the vegetation edge, for 

a total of 45 taps in monitoring sessions 6 – 9 (Figure 2.3.C.). 
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Post-release monitoring at release site B had paired pitfall traps installed along fifteen 

release points (total of thirty traps; Figure 2.3.D.). During the initial post-release monitoring 

session in March 2019, 2-litre pitfall traps were monitored over 7 days and removed at the end 

of the monitoring session (Wildland Consultants, 2019b). Paired pitfall traps were reinstalled 

using 4-litre buckets, and a grid of 8 x 3 pitfall traps was also established in December 2019, 

replacing one release point (two pitfall traps; Figure 2.3.D.), resulting in 52 traps total.
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Figure 2.1.: Map of Wellington, New Zealand identifying control, salvage, and receptor sites. 
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. 

Figure 2.2.: Rows list sites monitored from 2017 – 2021 in the study, columns list sessions in in chronological order with associated 

phases. Diamonds represent lizard monitoring at a site for a given phase. Blank areas represent periods that a site was not monitored 

(the salvage site was not monitored post-salvage due to construction). The group translocated to receptor site A consisted of 27 

females, 35 males, and 38 juveniles. The group translocated to receptor site B was comprised of 102 females, 89 males, and 98 

juveniles 
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A. B. 

D. 

Figure 2.3.: A. Photographs of the salvage site and the lizard habitat it offered prior to salvage and 

development and B. highlighting the extent of vegetation clearing at the salvage site. C. Release points and 

monitoring grid placement at receptor site A. D. Release points of translocated individuals at Receptor Site 

B. Pinpoints represent release points of lizards which were monitored in post-release sessions from 

December 2019 onward. Grid traps were coded 1 – 25 and release points were coded X1 – X28. Shaded 

rectangles represent monitoring grids of approximately 25 pitfall traps. Individuals were released along 

release points and over the monitoring grid for receptor site A. 

Adapted from lizard salvage and post-monitoring reports (Wildlands Consultants Ltd. 2018, 2019.) 

Sourced from the LINZ Data Service and licensed for re-use under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 New Zealand licence 

 

C. 
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Control sites 

 
I reopened seven sites in Wellington used in an earlier urban biodiversity study (henceforth 

known as control sites 1 – 7; November 2017 – January 2019; Figure 2.2.; Woolley, 2020) to 

provide control for comparison with the salvage and translocation receptor sites. Previous 

trapping included 4-litre baited pitfall traps in a 5 x 5 grid, with traps 2 metres apart, opened 

for 10-day monitoring sessions twice a summer (250 trap nights/site/session, henceforth known 

as Pre-translocation phase: sessions 1 – 4, Table 2.1.). I repeated this methodology for sessions 

6 – 9 at  the control sites. 

Trapping 

 
Pitfall traps were installed so their top rim was flush with the substrate surface when open, with 

lids pinned in the ground, held slightly above the rim to allow access to skinks, provide shelter 

from the elements, and to deter predators. Inside each trap I installed wire mesh and leaf 

litter/grass to provide cover for lizards, a wet sponge (2 cm2), and piece of tinned pear as an 

attractant (Lettink et al., 2011; Hare, 2012; Woolley, 2020; although see Woolley et al., 2021). 

All material was restricted to the bottom 6 cm of the trap, ensuring skinks could not escape 

while the study was in session. Small holes (approx. 4 mm diameter) were drilled into the 

bottoms of buckets to allow for any trapped water to seep into the ground beneath. When 

closed, traps were emptied of contents, sealed using lids, and often covered over with dirt and 

vegetation. 

In compliance with animal ethics permitting, traps were checked and rebaited daily. 

Captured skinks were released following body length and weight measurements and 

application of temporary identification, numbers marked on the right side of the individual 

using a silver xylene-free marker. Animals were given permanent identifiers by clipping the 

tip of one toe on each foot, known as a toe code (Lettink & Hare, 2016). Toe codes were applied 
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to all individuals captured in the Pre-translocation phase. In post-release monitoring, toe 

coding only occurred at receptor sites to compare resident individuals (those inhabiting the site 

prior to the  translocation) to translocated individuals which were toe coded at salvage. Toe 

codes did not overlap between translocated individuals and resident individuals within sites. 

2.2.2. Data collection 

Species were identified using distribution data and physical characteristics from recently 

published lizard field guides (van Winkel et al., 2018). Measurements included snout-vent 

length (SVL, ± 1 mm), total length (±1 mm), tail regeneration/loss (± 1 mm), mass (± 5g), trap 

number, and release/ recapture location at receptor sites (X-, Y- coordinates). Every individual 

was sexed (M/F) by eversion of hemipenes in male skinks as northern grass skinks do not have 

externally distinguishable sexual dimorphism. Individuals with a snout-vent length under 45 

mm were assigned ‘juvenile’ (J) as sex could not be determined. Reproductive status 

(potentially pregnant/NA) was assigned based on visual assessment and light palpation of the 

abdomen. Toe codes were recorded, if present or when assigned to residents. Competency 

sexing individuals and assessing reproductive status improved over time. As this was the case, 

these variables are only used to report summary statistics and as a guide to assess evidence of 

reproduction (Stage 2 short-term success criteria, Miller et al., 2014). 

2.2.3. Statistical analyses 

All analyses were conducted in R v. 3.5.1. (R Core Team, 2018). Two types of record were 

analysed: the number of observations and number of individuals. Observations (also known as 

captures) were used to calculate catch per unit effort (CPUE) and the number of individuals 

was used to calculate recapture rates for each skink classification (resident, translocated, 

control) and for body condition analyses.
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Catch per unit effort (CPUE) 

 
Catch per unit effort (CPUE) reports the number of observations per 100 trap days and is a 

common method for reporting results from monitoring. Trap days were calculated by 

multiplying the number of traps deployed by number of days monitored, divided by 100. As 

monitoring sessions changed in duration in the final session of the study and the number of 

traps per site varied between receptor sites and control sites, CPUEs serve as a standardized 

measurement for representative group numbers at each site (Table 2.1.), but do not accurately 

report the number of individuals captured and recaptured in a session. 

Recapture rates 

 
All individuals which could be accurately identified via toe code were included in recapture 

rate calculations. A recapture is defined as capture of an individual in any session following 

marking, hence an individual caught twice in session 6 and once in session 8 would only count 

as one recapture (Eifler & Eifler, 1999). Recapture rates of translocated individuals at receptor 

sites were calculated by counting the number of individuals recorded out of the number 

translocated to the site. Resident and control recaptures were calculated similarly, counting the 

number of recaptured “marked individuals” (individuals with a reliable toe code) out of the total 

number of marked individuals. Recapture rates are reported cumulatively for all sessions that 

used toe coding and by session. 

Recapture Location 

 
Individual dispersal from release site is reported strongest in the first weeks to months 

following release and is a key determinant of success (Tuberville et al., 2005; Ebrahimi & Bull, 

2013; Angeli et al., 2018); if individuals are not recaptured they could have died or dispersed 

outside the trapping area. I calculated the distance between recapture locations and release 

point locations as a measure of dispersal. I noted how many translocated individuals were 
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recaptured at or within 10 metres of their release points at different time points since release as 

a measure of how many individuals anchored to release sites (Figures 2.3.C. and D.; based on 

current knowledge of Oligosoma home ranges (Eifler & Eifler, 1999; Wilson et al., 2017)). 

Body Condition Analyses 

 
Stress (Teixeira et al., 2007), resource availability (Eifler & Eifler, 1999; Ebrahimi & Bull, 

2012), appropriate habitat (Ebrahimi & Bull, 2013; Gallego- Carmona et al., 2016), and 

competition are a few factors which are known to effect reptile body conditions, and therefore 

body condition is used as a surrogate for fitness or health for adult lizards (Moore et al., 2007). 

Only records from individuals                               which could be accurately identified using toe codes were used 

for individual body condition analyses. Juveniles, pregnant females (Boretto et al., 2014; 

Dayger et al., 2018), and individuals with tail loss (tails with no regeneration)                          were excluded 

from all body condition analyses as these factors greatly impact traditional body  condition index 

(BCI) calculations (Hoare et al.,                      2006). Mass and SVL were log-transformed to conform to 

residual best fit and BCI was calculated as such: log10 (mass (g)) / log10 (SVL (mm)). 

     The direct effect the translocation may have had on body condition changes of translocated 

and  resident individuals cannot be tested in this project due to the lack of access to the salvage 

site                             which would serve as a control site and no prior monitoring conducted to assess resident 

populations and conditions at release sites. Instead, records of recaptured individuals’ BCI at 

years one and two post-release were compared to their respective BCI records from salvage. A 

Kruskal-Wallis test compared BCI of translocated groups by receptor site. A two-way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the relationship between individual type, and session 

(time) on BCI. Post-hoc tests used were the Wilcoxon signed rank test for differences in BCI 
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between sessions and a Tukey’s test for differences in mean BCI between the three groups: 

translocated, resident, and control. To ensure data was not confounded by seasonal differences 

these analyses only considered data from late summer (January/February) sessions in 2020 and 

2021. Late summer was chosen as females are likely in late stages of pregnancy and more 

identifiable (Hare, 2012; Cree & Hare, 2016). March post-release monitoring (session 5.5) for 

receptor site B was excluded to avoid seasonality effects. 

 

2.3.  Results 

 
2.3.1. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) 

 
The only species regularly captured was O. polychroma (northern grass skinks), but Oligosoma 

aeneum (copper skinks) was also recorded at two control sites in low abundance (10 individuals 

recorded in sessions 6 - 9). Consequently, all further presentation of results focuses                on northern 

grass skinks. Unmarked skinks were captured at receptor site A for the first time during this 

study. Without genetic analysis, it cannot be confirmed whether these individuals were born of 

translocated females or females residing at the site pre-translocation. Their SVL measurements 

were within the range of distinction between juvenile and adult (32-54 mm; Barwick, 1959; 

Hare et al., 2016) indicating they are young enough to be new recruits from the translocation.  

There were twenty-one observations of northern grass skinks over four monitoring 

sessions at receptor site A (1825 trap days, CPUE = 1.2 skinks/100 trap days). Of these, 14 

were observations of translocated individuals (CPUE = 0.8 skinks/100 trap days) and seven 

were observations of resident individuals (CPUE = 0.4 skinks/100 trap days). There were two 

hundred and twenty observations of northern grass skinks over the same monitoring sessions 

at receptor site B (2030 trap days, CPUE = 10.8 skinks/ 100 trap days); 101 were observations 

of translocated individuals (CPUE = 5.0 skinks/100 trap days) and 119 were observations of 
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resident skinks (CPUE = 5.9 skinks/100 trap days). Averaged across all sessions, the CPUE of 

translocated skinks was higher at receptor site B than site A (5.0 and 0.8 translocated skinks/100 

trap days, respectively). Resident CPUE was also higher at site B than site A (5.9 and 0.4 

skinks/100 traps days, respectively; Table 2.1.). 

The CPUE of receptor site A residents increased over time after their initial appearance 

in session 6 until session 9. Detection of residents and translocated individuals fluctuated 

between sessions in the two years following the translocation (Table 2.1.). When translocated 

skinks were released at receptor site B, resident skinks were observed using release point pitfall 

traps. As time since release increased, the catch of both residents and translocated individuals 

at the site increased similarly (approximately 1.0 skink/ 100 trap days (session 6) and 3.0 skinks/ 

100 trap days in (session 7) for both groups). Overall, resident CPUE was slightly higher than 

the translocated CPUE at receptor site B (5.9 and 5.0 skinks/ 100 trap days, respectively). 

The number of observations at control sites ranged from 8 - 54 captures per site in 

monitoring sessions 6 – 9 (1875 trap days, CPUE = 1.0 to 9.0 skinks/ 100 trap days) with small 

fluctuations within a site among sessions (Table 2.1.). The salvage site and control site 4 had 

the highest CPUEs in the Pre-translocation (pre-salvage) phase. The CPUE of translocated 

individuals at both receptor sites fell below the historical CPUE at the salvage site (0.8 and 5.0 

skinks/100 traps days compared to 8.1 skinks/100 trap days, Table 2.1.). CPUE of all 

observations at receptor site A (1.2 skinks/100 trap days) is low compared to control sites which 

reported captures (an average of 3.46 skinks/ 100 days for 5 sites across all sessions). CPUE of 

all captures at receptor site B (6.8 skinks/100 trap days) is above the average control site CPUE. 
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Table 2.1. (next page): The top section details trap days per site by session, show changes in trap days over the study 

(either due to changes in traps deployed or reduced study days). The middle section details the number of individuals 

caught by site per session (session total) and the number of individuals recaptured by session. Receptor sites are split 

to represent translocated (T) and resident (R) groups separately. Totals are listed on the right side of the table. 

Recapture rates are calculated by dividing the total number of marked individuals by the number recaptured in 

subsequent monitoring sessions. Totals for the salvage site include Pre-translocation phase only. Grey boxes represent 

no monitoring or removal from the study (salvage site). The bottom section details CPUE by session with site averages 

listed on the right.  

* denotes recapture rates of translocated individuals, calculated using the number of individuals translocated to 

respective sites 

** refers to the average CPUE of a site using data from sessions 1 – 4 and the salvage site, calculated excluding the 

CPUE of the salvage event 
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2.3.2. Recapture rates 

 
Three translocated individuals were recaptured in session 5.5 at receptor site A, the first 

reported skinks at the site since monitoring began in November 2017 (Woolley, 2020). Ten 

translocated individuals were recaptured in session 5.5 at receptor site B along with 3 resident 

individuals, for a total of thirteen observations (Table 2.2.; Wildland Consultants, 2019b). 

Cumulatively, 43 of 389 translocated individuals (11.1%) were recaptured over 2 years of post-

release monitoring between both receptor sites. Thirteen of these were juveniles at the time of 

salvage, and these represent 30% of the total number of translocated juveniles. Receptor sites 

individually reported similar recapture rates over sessions 5.5 – 9: 9.0% of the animals released 

at receptor site A were recaptured and 11.8% at receptor site B (Table 2.1. and Figure 2.4.). 

Residents of receptor site A were occasionally recaptured within a 10-day monitoring 

session but were not recaptured in subsequent monitoring sessions and therefore had a recapture 

rate of 0% for residents over all monitoring sessions. Of 68 marked resident individuals 

captured in post-release monitoring at receptor site B, 14 were recaptured again in subsequent 

sessions (20.6%). At receptor site B, resident captures and recaptures increased over time. 

Recapture rates at control sites ranged from 0 – 26.1% over three sessions, that is, based on 

comparative effort to receptor sites, with the highest number of recaptured individuals                                           at control 

site 4 (20.0%). Overall recapture rates at the receptor sites (and of the general translocation – 

11.0%) were within the range of those found at the control sites. The recapture rate of residents 

at receptor site B is quite high (20.6%) when compared to the cumulative translocation 

recapture rate (11.8%) and also with control sites (surpassed only by control site 3, which had 

a low total catch but high recapture rate, 26.1%; Table 2.1. and Figure 2.4.). 
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Recapture rates of translocated individuals in the first two post-release sessions were 

similar between receptor site A (session 5.5: 3%, session 6: 2%) and receptor site B (session 

5.5: 3.5%, session 6: 2.1%). As time passed, recapture rates of translocated individuals declined 

at receptor site A but increased at receptor site B. Both receptor sites had higher recapture rates 

of translocated individuals than early recapture rates at control sites, except for control site 4 

which showed 34.8% of individuals marked in session 1 recaptured in the following session. 

The recapture rate of residents at receptor site B were low in early sessions (6 and 7) but 

improved over time (Figure 2.4.). 

The salvage site was monitored from November 2017 – November 2018. Only two of 

sixty-one individuals were recaptured again prior to the salvage event. This makes the recapture 

rate 2.0% over one year (3 monitoring sessions.) Eight different individuals which were marked 

during the control monitoring period were recaptured during the salvage event (2.06% of 389 

individuals captured.) 
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Figure 2.4: Scatterplot of recapture rate (%) by site reported for each session. Recapture rates were assessed for 

control sites from session 2 – 4 and for receptor sites over sessions 5.5 – 9. Point shape and colour represent 

individual type classification: Translocated (T), Resident (R), or Control (C) and site ID, respectively. 
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2.3.3. Dispersal 

 
Of the nine translocated individuals recaptured at receptor site A, seven were recaptured at or 

within 10 metres of their respective release points. One of the individuals moved away from 

their release point (over the previously established monitoring grid in a cool, dense forest) to 

the top of the monitoring grid, which has an open canopy with dense shrubbery and meets an 

open grass area (recaptured in X11, a movement of approx. 20 metres, Figure 2.3.C.). 

Movement towards the top of the hill was recorded during the first monitoring session 

following the translocation (less than 1 month after release) and the individual consistently 

stayed at the shrub/grass edge over the next two summers. The other translocated individual 

was recaptured over 30 metres away from its release point, along the release point route which 

followed a shrub/grass vegetational edge (monitoring grid to X18, Figure 2.3.C.). 

Eight translocated individuals were recorded at traps over 10 metres away from their 

release points at receptor site B. Four moved from release points close to the shore (X5/X6) 

towards the grassy area which held the monitoring grid, with one individual traveling 

approximately 90  metres from release points X11/12 to the northern part of the monitoring grid. 

The other three moved from X5/6 to X1/2 or X3/4 (approximately 25 metres, Figure 2.3.D.). 

Only two resident individuals were recaptured over time over 10 metres from their original 

capture point. One travelled through the grassy area from the northern part of the grid to X4 

(approx. 30 metres) within four days. The other skink travelled from X5 at the coast to X1 (25 

metres) over two days. 

2.3.4. Body condition changes 

 
Twenty-two of the 43 recaptured translocated skinks met criteria for inclusion in the BCI 

analyses (Table 2.2., Figure 2.5.). The average BCI at salvage was 0.27 ± 0.01 SEM. Post- 

release BCI increased from salvage BCI at both receptor sites in session 5.5, but was higher at 
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receptor site A (at 0.36 – 0.45) than at receptor site B (0.28 - 0.40). Six individuals were 

recaptured in the period one to three  months post-release (session 5.5) between both receptor 

sites, one-half showed a slight                                   decrease in body condition and one half showed consistent or 

slight increases (Figure 2.5.). Only two of the individuals captured at session 5.5 were 

recaptured in later sessions. No individuals which reported a decreased body condition in the 

first three months following the translocation were recaptured again. Site did not show an effect 

on BCI of translocated individuals (df = 1, H = 1.19, p = 0.28) or resident individuals (df = 1, 

H = 1.58, p = 0.21) in post-release monitoring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2.: Morphometric data of recaptured translocated individuals which met body condition criteria (SVL over 

45 mm and non-pregnant). Acronyms used: SVL = snout-vent length, BCI = body condition index (log10 

(mass)/log10 (SVL)). 
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Figure 2.5.: Graphs for individual changes in body condition (BCI) for lizards translocated from the Cobham 

Drive translocation plotted over all post-release monitoring sessions. Toe codes (i.e. 4535) title individual 

graphs. Colours coordinate individuals with their respective receptor site. Session 5 refers to the salvage event 

in January 2019. Individuals were recaptured at different times, and few were recaptured in multiple post- 

release sessions, as shown in the individual plots. 
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Table 2.3.: Morphometric data for all individual types used for population average BCI changes between January 

2020 (S7) and January 2021 (S9). These represent the types grouped together to include all non-pregnant, adult 

individuals at sites associated with type (receptor sites A and B are compounded to become “Translocated”.) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6.: General trend for mean BCI of translocated individuals which were recaptured in post-release 

monitoring and met BCI analysis inclusion criteria.  
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Figure 2.7.: Relationships between session and BCI (for sessions which monitored all sites during 

late summer) and group type and BCI. All groups declined in BCI between session 7 (January 2020) 

and session 9 (January 2021) at similar rates. 
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With the exception of pregnant females and juveniles, all individuals captured in 

sessions 7 and 9 were included in analysis (n = 91). Duplicate observations of the same 

individual were identified using temporary identification and excluded from analysis. Results 

from a two-way ANOVA showed BCI was significantly lower during session 9 than session 7 

(F(1,72) = 128.29, p < 0.001). Using Wilcoxon pairwise tests, session was found to be associated 

with mean BCI of the translocated group between sessions 5 and 7 (BCI increased, p < 0.001), 

5 and 9 (overall increased, p < 0.001), and between sessions 7 and 9 (BCI declined, p < 0.001, 

Figure 2.6.). Despite a decline in BCI between sessions 7 and 9 (one- and two-year post-release 

intervals), overall condition was still higher at session 9 than at salvage. Mean BCI was 

significantly lower in session 9 compared with session 7 for the resident and control groups as 

well (p < 0.001 for both groups, Figure 2.7.). 

BCI was significantly different between group types (translocated, resident, or control; 

F(2, 72) = 10.97, p < 0.001). A Tukey post-hoc test showed significant differences between mean 

BCI for the translocated individual group and resident individual group (p < 0.001), and 

translocated and control group (p < 0.001; Table 2.3., Figure 2.7.). No significant difference 

was found between the mean BCI of the resident and control groups (p =0.13). The results 

showed the control group experienced a similar rate of decrease in body condition score 

between January 2020 and January 2021 as resident and translocated groups (Figure 2.7.). 

When all control site monitoring sessions are plotted, this decreasing trend fits into an overall 

declining body condition trend at control sites from 2017 - 2021. 

2.3.5. Evidence of reproduction 

 
Recapture of pregnant translocated females was low at both receptor sites over two years of 

post-release monitoring: 3/5 recaptured translocated females were pregnant at site A and 6/18 

at site B. Twenty-eight juveniles were observed across sessions 5.5 – 9, five of which were 
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translocated individuals recaptured in sessions 5.5 – 6 (one at receptor site A and four at 

receptor site B). 

 

2.4.  Discussion 

 
2.4.1. Main findings 

 
This study is one of the first to follow a mitigation translocation of skinks, report on the 

recapture rate and body condition changes over two-years of post-release monitoring, and to 

evaluate the use of receptor sites with resident skink populations. While the mitigation 

translocation rescued 389 skinks from the development site, only 11.1% were recaptured. Three- 

quarters of translocated individuals were found within 10 metres of their release points; 

however, some individuals travelled up to 90 metres from their release point, implying 

dispersal outside the trapping range is feasible, particularly with time. Mean BCI of 

translocated individuals was significantly higher at one- and two-years post-release compared 

to salvage BCI despite a decline in mean BCI between years one and two post-release. Mean 

BCI was consistently higher in translocated skinks than resident or control skinks. 

Translocated, resident, and control body conditions declined at similar rates between January 

2020 and 2021, likely representing a seasonal impact rather than a direct result of the 

translocation. Evidence of reproduction was supported by the observation of pregnancy in 

recaptured females post-translocation. 

Mitigation translocations do not share the same goal of long-term individual survival at 

receptor sites (Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015), producing a self-sustaining 

population, or net conservation benefit like other translocation types (Department of 

Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018; Seddon et al.,                         2007). As there are no 

predefined thresholds or timeframes to accomplish a recapture rate goal  or assess body changes, 
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the translocation can only be assessed on its goal of rescuing skinks from immediate harm 

and meeting legal obligations set out by the territorial authority.  Therefore, the translocation 

was successful in meeting its legal obligation of mitigating damages to skinks at the Cobham                

Drive site using translocation and serving as a research project to evaluate the use of sites with 

known  skink presence. Recapture rates, body condition changes, and evidence of reproduction 

suggest short-term  success of this mitigation translocation when compared with mitigation 

translocations of herpetofauna in other countries (1.6%, Nash et al., 2020) and in New Zealand 

(0% for translocations of few individuals, Lennon, 2019; 4.8%, Trent Bell pers. comm.). 

However, the net conservation benefit in uncertain and recapture rates fall below reported 

recapture rates of conservation translocations of New Zealand herpetofauna (57%, Nelson et 

al., 2002; 37-100%, van Winkel, 2008; 45%, van Winkel and Habgood; 2009).  

2.4.2. Stage 1 success 

 
When compared to control sites in Wellington City, the recapture rates of translocated skinks 

at receptor sites fall below the average recapture rate for four monitoring sessions (9% and 

11.8% for receptor sites A and B, respectively, compared to an average of 14.5% across all 

catching control sites). However, it is important to note that these recapture rates were 

calculated using different sessions; control recapture rates were calculated from sessions over 

2017 – 2019 summers, when permanent identification allowed for reliable recapture of 

individuals whereas recapture rates of translocated and resident individuals occurred over the 

late post-release monitoring sessions, 2019 – 2021. Time and seasonality effects on recapture 

rates of translocated skinks should therefore be further studied. 

The recapture rate of founders was higher at receptor sites of this translocation than 

averages reported by national and global reports of failed or uncertain outcomes for mitigation 

translocations of herpetofauna (Edgar et al., 2005; Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; 
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Bradley et al., 2020; Nash et al., 2020). The recapture rates for this translocation are also higher 

than some recent mitigation translocations of skinks in the Wellington region which  report 0 – 

5% recapture rates of founders (Trent Bell and Richard Romijn pers. comm.; Lennon, 2019). 

However, recapture rates of 9-11% are not considered successful in comparison  to recapture 

rates of conservation translocations in New Zealand. Some conservation translocations of 

herpetofauna report 45% recapture rates (van Winkel & Habgood, 2009) and 100% survival 

rates on predator- free offshore islands (van Winkel, 2008). 

The overall body condition trend from salvage to one- and two-years post-release was 

positive for assessed translocated individuals. However, only 22 recaptured translocated 

individuals met body condition analysis criteria. While the overall trend showed an increase in 

mean BCI for translocated individuals, it represents a small proportion of the translocated group 

and serves to support the evidence of stage 1 success but cannot be used independently to 

classify success of this translocation. Body condition improving for translocated individuals 

could be a sign of competitive release at the receptor sites, despite receptor site B having a 

resident population. 

It was not possible to assess whether the release of translocated individuals has caused 

declining body conditions of resident individuals as the resident population was not surveyed 

prior to the translocation. This trend seems to closely match the declining trend of individuals 

at control sites. One possible explanation is that body conditions will fluctuate as a site reaches 

carrying capacity and the sudden influx of almost 300 individuals could be increasing 

competition at the receptor site (Fitzgerald et al., 2015; Bradley et al., 2020). However, as the 

rate of decline between translocated, resident, and control groups is similar, the change is most                 

likely attributed to environmental conditions which may have affected the region. Further 

monitoring is required to understand the long-term trends of body condition at receptor sites. 
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2.4.3. Evidence for long-term success 

 
There is evidence of reproduction in translocated groups at both sites; 60% of recaptured 

translocated females were pregnant at site A and 50% at site B. However, modifications are 

needed to apply current short-term success criteria to mitigation translocations which use 

receptor sites with unstudied variables. It is now common practice to relocate skinks to sites 

with a resident population (Romijn & Hartley, 2016; Wildland Consultants, 2018, 2019c; 

Lennon, 2019). However, integration of translocated and resident groups means stage 2 success 

cannot be accurately assessed without genetic analysis, which has been used to assess 

reproduction of founders and integration of translocated and resident populations in 

translocations of desert tortoises (Mulder et al., 2017). The Cobham Drive translocation did not 

collect genetic samples; therefore, the  only way to determine evidence of reproduction for the 

translocated group from receptor site B (resident population present) is to report pregnant 

translocated females. This method also means there is no information on the survival of 

offspring of translocated individuals or whether the sire is a translocated or resident male.  

2.4.4. Limitations 

 
Factors which may have effected recapture rates, but which could not be isolated in this study, 

include individual dispersal from release point (to unmonitored parts of the site), increased 

vulnerability to predation, competition against a better-established resident population, disease 

related mortality, or dispersal out of the site entirely. Dispersal is a well-known phenomenon 

in other translocation studies of herpetofauna (Ebrahimi & Bull, 2012, 2013; Le Gouar, 2012; 

Nafus et al., 2017, Nash & Griffiths, 2018) and likely contributed to low recapture rates at the 

receptor sites. This study did not monitor beyond release points at receptor sites, but recorded 

skinks traveling approximately  90 metres within the receptor site post-release. 

In this study, 8 individuals were removed from recapture and body condition analyses 
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because they either had toe loss which made toe codes unreliable or codes which could not be 

matched to the toe codes used at the salvage event. This number increased over time as 

individuals aged and were more likely to experience natural toe loss. 

2.4.5. Recommendations 

 
With mitigation translocations becoming more relied upon to rescue native fauna from 

developing urban areas, it is essential that we fully understand outcomes of current mitigation 

translocation protocols and their effect on individual survivability and long-term establishment 

at receptor sites. The lessons we learn from inconclusive results and failures are the key to 

creating “best practice” protocols and overall success for individuals and groups. 

Other options should be considered before translocations are used to mitigate effects on 

wildlife due to development. However, if mitigation translocations are the only option, they 

should be done with guidelines and recommendations employed by conservation translocations 

(i.e. those provided by IUCN and national authorities such as DOC). Main recommendations 

from this chapter reiterate those made by previous reviews of translocations (Dodd & Seigel, 

1991; Germano & Bishop, 2009; Miller et al., 2014; Germano et al. 2015) and include: 1. 

Establish goals and timeframes, 2. Conduct long-term monitoring post-translocation, 3. Use of 

permanent identification for translocated individuals, 4. Ensure enforcement of resource 

consent obligations and reporting requirements, 5. Greater investment in receptor site 

preparation, and 6. Surveying receptor sites for resident populations.  

1. Objective goals to evaluate translocation success, such as recapture rate and individual 

growth, must be established prior to the salvage event, such as those recommended by 

IUCN and New Zealand Department of Conservation guidelines (IUCN/SSC, 2013; 

Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 2019). 

Furthermore, an exit strategy must be prepared for use in the event that the salvage 
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results in low catch or presence of endangered species (Lennon, 2019). 

Along with this, long-term monitoring is essential to better understand how recapture 

rates and body conditions of translocated individuals change over time from release. 

Long-term monitoring can inform site and population management strategies as well as 

future mitigation translocation protocols. It can be very difficult to establish lizard 

absence without extensive monitoring of a site (Hare, 2012; Lettink et al., 2011). For 

instance, receptor site A in this study was monitored for 2 years (1000 trap days) 

without finding evidence of a resident population inhabiting the site (Woolley, 2020). 

Furthermore, a majority of recaptured translocated individuals were recaptured in post-

release monitoring session 5.5 but some individuals were not recaptured until 2 years 

post-release. For northern grass skinks, three years of monitoring covers the entire or a 

majority of the expected lifespan (3-5 years; van Winkel et al., 2018); for other New 

Zealand lizards with long lifespans, the requirement for long-term monitoring could be 

10+ years (Romijn & Hartley, 2016).  

2. Use of permanent identifiers (particularly in the form of toe codes) is not always possible 

as it requires  training and iwi permission, but is highly recommended to accurately 

report short-term success stages such as recapture rates and individual growth of 

translocated lizards. Some toe codes could be reliably read 2 years post- application and 

provided an essential piece to understanding the survival and growth of founders, 

particularly at receptor site B which already hosted an un-surveyed population of the 

same species. 

3. Several studies have shown the lack of reporting of mitigation translocations, 

particularly those with uncertain or poor results. Isolating factors which may have led 

to these results is an essential step to improving protocols and outcomes, as well as for 

reconsidering mitigation translocations as the best solution to mitigate human impacts 
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on wildlife. Further obligations sometimes include biodiversity offsetting or receptor 

site preparation, but compliance to these obligations is difficult to assess and they can 

be relatively unenforced (Brown et al., 2014; Brown, 2017; Lennon, 2019; Maseyk et 

al., 2018). Further points regarding reporting include uncertainty regarding calculation 

of recapture rates, as it is important that they reflect the number of individuals 

recaptured from the translocation rather than the number of individuals observed. In the  

case of both receptor sites, using a count of observations (similar to CPUE) to report 

recapture rates resulted in 5-5.5% inflation, which can result in misleading reporting, 

particularly in the case of meeting success criteria goals. 

4. Optimization of receptor sites is essential to ensure survivability and long-term success 

of translocated individuals and groups. Receptor site preparation is an important 

principle as set by DOC (Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory 

Group, 2018; 2019) and the IUCN (Batson              et al., 2015; IUCN/SSC, 2013). These 

principles include targeting the agent of decline; in the case of mitigation translocations 

this is the development, however, introduced predators are renowned as the biggest 

threat to New Zealand skinks (Whitaker, 1973; Towns, 1991; Reardon et al., 2012). 

Management of predators should begin at receptor sites prior to release to effectively 

reduce predator  presence at receptor sites (Parkes et al., 2014; Pech & Maitland, 2016) 

and optimize success of translocated lizards (Norbury et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2017). 

Principles also include selection of appropriate habitat and/or habitat enhancement or 

resource supplementation (Department of Conservation Technical Advisory Group, 

2018; 2019). Habitat enhancement often includes vegetation projects which may 

benefit species (such as those in Herbert, 2020), but recent studies investigated the use 

of rock piles to benefit lizards and exclude predators (Lennon, 2019). Enhancements 

such as soft-release pens (Ebrahimi & Bull, 2013; Knox & Monks, 2014; DeGregorio 
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et al., 2020) or predator-proof fences (Burns et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2016; Wilson 

et al., 2017) should also be considered, particularly for translocations to mainland sites 

(which often have a suite of predators, Romijn & Hartley, 2016; Lennon, 2019). 

Habitat enhancement can also include food and resource supplementation which can 

reduce dispersal of individuals and/or improve survival (Ebrahimi & Bull, 2012).  

5. An evaluation of resident lizard populations which may be inhabiting the receptor site 

is also necessary (a recommendation made in one of the first reviews of translocations 

of herpetofauna - Dodd & Seigel, 1991 and repeated as a key principle in Department 

of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2019). The lack of baseline 

monitoring of resident skinks at receptor site B made it impossible to assess the effect 

the translocated group may have had on the resident population. 

 

 
While the translocation studied in this project rescued nearly 400 skinks from immediate 

danger, the fate of a majority of translocated skinks (89%) and extent of cumulative biodiversity 

loss (impact on habitat and species) is unclear. This mitigation translocation is an example of 

a failed translocation at this point, even with the inclusion of some recommended practices 

(permanent identification, translocated group dynamics (M:F:J ratios), and survey of receptor 

site). This result supports the statement that mitigation translocations of herpetofauna do not 

provide a conservation benefit (Germano et al., 2015; Lennon, 2019; Bradley et al., 2020) and 

reiterates the call for further research before mitigation translocations continue to be used as a 

go-to strategy for mitigating the effects of development on herpetofauna globally and in New 

Zealand (Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015).   
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Chapter 3 

Receptor site preparedness for mitigation translocations of lizards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 
3.1.1. Protected areas as translocation receptor sites 

 
Protected areas, clearly defined spaces with legal management which achieve long-term 

conservation of nature and cultural values, such as national and regional parks, safeguard 

important wildlife and their habitats, and offer spaces to connect the public to nature (Dudley 

& Stolton, 2008). While the management and goals of national parks, regional parks, and 

reserves differ, they are generally classified as protected areas and have goals to preserve or 

restore habitat and conserve native biodiversity (IUCN, 2013). Methods for legally protecting 

wildlife and restrictions on human activity vary among countries, but generally include laws 

which protect the lives and habitat of wildlife from being disturbed by human activities 
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(Endangered Species Act of 1973 (USA), Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (UK), Animal 

Welfare Act 1992 (AUS), Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (UK), 

Nature Conservation Act 2014 (AUS)). Many parks and protected areas are in the process of 

being restored and investment in biodiversity in parks is increasing.  Protected areas are 

particularly used for habitat restoration or enhancement research to maintain their protected 

status and develop methodology to restore (Newmark et al., 2017; Markle et al., 2018) and 

protect other altered areas (IUCN, 2012; Meserve & Kelt, 2016; Schoukens, 2017). Some 

high profile examples of protected areas used to benefit wildlife species include grey wolf re-

introduction to Yellowstone National Park (Fritts et al., 1997), osprey (Monti et al., 2014) and 

badgers restored into protected natural areas of Italy (Balestrieri et al., 2006), and using 

protected areas to mitigate human-wildlife conflict by relocating “nuisance wildlife” such as 

bears (Spencer et al., 2007) and venomous snakes (Brown et al., 2009).  

New Zealand legislation protects national and regional parks (Resource Management 

Act, 1991; Regional Policy Statement for the Wellington Region, 2013). National parks are 

managed by the Department of Conservation (DOC) and primarily focus on the preservation 

of natural areas and wildlife, with strict rules for human activities within parks (e.g. camping, 

hiking, disturbing biodiversity; National Parks Act 1980). Regional parks and land reserves are 

often smaller than national parks and managed by regional councils, often in collaboration with 

iwi, district and city councils, and community groups. Regional parks protect natural areas and 

offer spaces for recreational and cultural activities to the public, including biodiversity 

restoration projects (such as investigating current populations and reintroducing/reinforcing 

native species; EcoGecko Consultants, 2018). 

3.1.2. Mitigation translocations of New Zealand herpetofauna 

 
As part of restoration efforts, these sites sometimes receive translocations. Historically, a 

majority of conservation and research-focused translocations in New Zealand have used  
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“best-practice” standards in the selection and preparation of receptor sites (Sherley et al., 

2010; Romijn & Hartley, 2016), where targeting the agent of decline and provision of habitat 

and resources are important, for example, predator-free offshore islands or mainland 

sanctuaries (Monks et al., 2014; Nelson et al., 2016). Irrespective of land protection status, 

New Zealand wildlife and their habitats are protected by law (Wildlife Act, 1953; 

Conservation Act, 1987; Resource Management Act, 1991 (RMA)). 

More recently, movement of fauna has become driven by major alteration of habitat. 

Mitigation translocations, the intentional relocation of wildlife to mitigate damages to wildlife 

and their habitats due to human activities (Germano et al., 2015). Mitigation translocations 

often have uncertain outcomes or result in failure, particularly for herpetofauna (Miller et al., 

2014; Germano et al., 2015). Whereas conservation and research translocations are known to 

utilise high standards of practice, mitigation translocations are not known to use  many of the 

criteria deemed important to ensuring survival of individuals and success of populations, 

including relocating individuals to locations without habitat protection (Germano et al., 

2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; Romijn & Hartley, 2016). 

The practices used in mitigation translocations are reactive by nature – resulting in short 

timeframes and restricted budgets for ecologists and territorial authorities to conduct 

biological surveys, receive resource consent permits (requirement of the RMA; Brown et al., 

2014; Miskelly, 2014), develop lizard management plans, prepare receptor sites, and 

translocate lizards. In response to these situations, DOC has developed a document detailing 

nine principles for lizard salvage, recommending the assessment of lizard species values and 

site significance, thorough assessment of actual and potential damages caused by 

development (such as biological surveys), the alternatives to translocation (these exist but are 

not commonly used), additional considerations for threatened species, use of best-practice 

methodology at salvage and receptor sites, post-release monitoring, reporting, and lastly,  
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contingency actions in the event of failure (Department of Conservation Lizard Technical 

Advisory Group, 2019). Wildland Consultants, Ltd., an ecological consultancy that often 

undertakes mitigation translocations also prepared a guidance document detailing the current 

practices, challenges, and recommendations regarding salvage protocols, post-release 

monitoring, reporting, and contingency                       plans (Wildland Consultants, Ltd., 2019c). The two 

documents agree that post-release monitoring goals  and reporting obligations need to be 

clearly defined, that provision of habitat enhancement and  long-term, intensive predator 

control at receptor sites may be required, and preparation of contingency plans are important 

to ensure no net loss of lizard populations. 

Data on mitigation translocations are not currently compiled in one central location. 

The Department of Conservation manages two databases which together contain information 

about routine herpetofauna monitoring and translocation data for all fauna - the Amphibian and 

Reptile Distribution Scheme (ARDS, also known generally as “the BioWeb Herpetofauna 

Database”) and the DOC internal-only Translocation Database. However, in addition, reports 

from contracted ecologists are made for the territorial authority. While these reports might 

contain details regarding timelines, translocated group sizes, habitat assessments, site 

characteristics, and post-release monitoring results, logistical information such as salvage 

timeframe, salvage and receptor site characteristics and site improvements are separately 

available by link in the Translocation Database, using the DOC intranet (Lynn Adams pers. 

comm.). A 1998 summary of the translocation database reported 10 translocations across  5 

Oligosoma species from 1988 to 1993 (Department of Conservation, 1999). There was a 

recommendation in this summary for suspended use of the database until it could be further 

developed to store more information about translocations and be better utilised at the national 

scale. It is uncertain whether this recommendation was taken or to what extent use of the 

database may have been suspended. Along with difficulty isolating cases and details of  
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mitigation translocations in the Translocation Database and disparate reports, it is likely that 

many mitigation translocations have not been reported to the Translocation or BioWeb 

Herpetofauna Databases. 

3.1.3. Greater Wellington Regional Council Research Project 

 
Wellington is a unique city, renowned for its dedication to green spaces within the urban centre 

and proximity to regional parks, less than 15 km from the city centre. There are 16 regional 

parks spanning over 33,000 hectares (ha) in Wellington region alone. These parks vary in 

land type and level of preservation, from coastal dunes (Queen Elizabeth Park, Oruapouanui) 

to wetlands (Wairarapa Moana wetlands) and mountainous native forest (Belmont and 

Kaitoke Regional Parks). Regional parks and green spaces in Wellington have been used in 

an ad hoc manner as receptor sites for lizards translocated from development sites 

(Department of Conservation Technical Advisory Group, 2019; Wildland Consultants, Ltd.; 

2019c). There is a strong motivation to be more prepared for and to demand better outcomes 

from mitigation translocations. 

This project was conducted in collaboration with Greater Wellington Regional Council 

(GWRC) and DOC, contributing to a research experiment which will test the success of 

mitigation translocations of herpetofauna when “best-practice” protocols are used 

(IUCN/SSC, 2013; Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 

2019). The driver to conduct this research stemmed from a mitigation translocation in 2018 

which resulted in less- than-favourable outcomes (Richard Romijn pers. comm.). Over 2,000 

northern grass skinks (Oligosoma polychroma) were salvaged, kept in captivity over winter 

which resulted in high individual loss (estimated at 500 skinks) and reported a low recapture 

rate in post-release short-term monitoring (4.8% in one session of post-release monitoring; 

Trent Bell and Richard Romijn pers. comm.). Like a majority of mitigation translocations, 

monitoring did not continue beyond the first session (Trent Bell pers. comm.; Romijn &  
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Hartley, 2016). 

The GWRC biodiversity team developed this research project to take a proactive 

approach to mitigation translocations of local lizards by preparing regional parks as receptor 

sites, aiming to evaluate and approve multiple sites across many parks using “best-practice” 

selection criteria. The plan included baseline monitoring to establish presence/absence data for 

resident lizard populations, habitat enhancement, and predator control for each site before a 

translocation occurs. 

3.1.4. Aims 

 
I contributed to the GWRC project by assisting to initiate a proactive approach to mitigation 

translocations by integrating “best practice” protocols. I aimed to select and conduct 

preliminary lizard surveys at six potential receptor sites for northern grass skinks within three 

Wellington regional parks or reserves, and prepare recommendations for criteria to select 

future receptor sites. Recognising there is a need for a mitigation translocation specific 

database (or method to identify mitigation translocations in the general DOC Translocation 

Database),  I also aimed to propose elements of a record-keeping geodatabase to detail the 

components of the translocation process and receptor  site specifics. Lastly, I aimed to develop 

a framework for receptor site preparation, integrating the recommended criteria and using the 

geodatabase format, for the adaptive management of receptor sites pre- and post-

translocation. 

3.2. Methodology  

 

 3.2.1. Study Sites 

 
GWRC recommended two regional parks and one land reserve for assessment to be receptor 

sites for future mitigation translocations of northern grass skinks due to the land tenure and 

protected statuses of the parks and reserve (owned by DOC), potential for restoration or  
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restoration projects underway, and/or community involvement. The parks and reserve selected 

were Belmont Regional Park (BEL), Queen Elizabeth Regional Park (QEP), and Whareroa 

Recreation Reserve (henceforth known as Whareroa Farm, WF). Belmont Regional Park is 

situated north of Wellington city and separated from Wellington harbour by a small 

neighbourhood and the motorway. The largest park in the region, it is roughly 3480 hectares 

(ha) in size, with a large farm lease in the northern part of the park. Te Ati Awa are guardians 

of this park and Lower Hutt City Council is the territorial authority, under governance of 

GWRC. There has not previously been lizard monitoring at this park and predator monitoring 

has been conducted in parts of the park to inform future predator control. 

Queen Elizabeth Regional Park preserves the last natural dune landscape on the Kapiti 

coast in Wellington. The park is approximately 650 hectares between neighbourhoods, the 

coastline, and the motorway (Figure 3.1.A.). The park is managed by GWRC in collaboration 

with the Friends of Queen Elizabeth Park community group and Te Atiawa ki Whakarongontai    

are guardians of the land. The community group provides predator control and conduct 

revegetation projects, planting native shrubs (divaricating shrubs, Coprosma spp.) and flax 

(Phormium tenax, harakeke). A majority of the historical land use change can be attributed to 

clearing for agricultural purposes. The park still hosts a large farm lease along the eastern side 

(Figure 3.1.C.), although this lease has not been renewed for the future. Along with coastal 

dunes, mature native bush exists at the southern end and the community group  previously 

planted native flax and shrubbery in Site D (Figure 3.1.C.). The community group has 

invested in lizard monitoring within the park, resulting in evidence of low-moderate numbers 

of northern grass skinks near the neighbourhoods at the North and South entrances of the park 

(EcoGecko Consultants, 2018; Figure 3.1.A.). There is interest in surveying further into the 

park and potentially assisting northern grass skinks in recolonizing within the park as it is 

restored. 
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Whareroa Farm is owned and operated by the Department of Conservation along with 

the Whareroa Guardians community group and Ngāti Toa. The reserve is being restored with 

revegetation projects and has remnants of native forest which are protected or under review 

to become Significant Natural Areas in the region (Dudley & Stolton, 2008; Greater 

Wellington Regional Council, 2016). Whareroa Farm provides opportunity for collaboration 

with Whareroa Guardians, who began lizard monitoring at a cultural site, The Cairn, in 2018. 

The Cairn is a large structure made of rocks at the top of a small hill on the farms with three 

lizard monitoring grids surrounding it for a total of 150 traps (pitfall traps with  artificial cover 

objects (ACOs) on top, Figure 3.3.). The Cairn was revegetated with tussock and divaricating 

shrubs before previous lizard monitoring and is still regularly maintained (weeding and 

reinforcements to replace failed plantings). Lizards were not observed at the Cairn, but low 

numbers of northern grass skinks were reported in studies conducted in forest remnant sites 

(EcoGecko Consultants, 2018). 

   3.2.2. Receptor Site Selection Criteria 

 
General practice in mitigation translocations is to select receptor sites which provide habitat 

of the translocated species (using aerial imagery such as Google Maps or ArcGIS), historical 

records (BioWeb Herpetofauna Database or field guides), and working knowledge of 

appropriate sites within a reasonable distance of the salvage site (usually 5km). Potential 

receptor sites may or may not be visited prior to the release of translocated individuals. 

However, in this study, there was a two-step process including a desktop exercise and a site 

visit confirmation. The GWRC biodiversity team reviewed potential receptor sites  within 

regional parks to receive northern grass skinks in a desktop exercise using ESRI software 

(ArcGIS New Zealand urban imagery base map and GWRC regional park layer, accessible 

online) and made preliminary site selections avoiding areas inside current farm lease 

boundaries or those with future plans for land use change. Aerial imagery shows general  
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terrain and was used to conduct a preliminary review of the site’s provision of northern grass  

skink habitat, as described in field guides (e.g. van Winkel et al., 2018). Recent field guides 

and reports on historical ranges of species were used to confirm that the proposed sites within 

regional parks were included in the historical range of northern grass skinks (Daugherty et 

al., 1994; van Winkel et al., 2018; Woolley et al., 2019). Prospective sites were drawn in as 

polygons on a base map layer in ArcGIS before site visits occurred. Attribute tables associated 

with each polygon contained minimal information, including site name and general habitat 

classification. 

I conducted the second step in the selection process, site visits, to confirm the proposed 

sites were easily accessible (within typical 4-wheel drive capabilities), provided suitable 

northern grass skink habitat, had not recently experienced and were not scheduled to experience 

significant land use changes in the near future, and were approved by land managers and 

community groups to be altered in the future to accommodate monitoring and enhancement 

schemes. Other important considerations included daily weather conditions using a weather 

and habitat scoring system adapted from an ARDS template (Table 3.1.), particularly assessing 

the restriction to sunlight at sites which may be mostly bordered by forests (e.g. some parts 

of WF). Natural disaster risks such as flooding, coastal erosion (e.g. coastal QEP sites), or 

wildfire (e.g. BEL sites which are surrounded by dry grasses and gorse) were also discussed 

with land managers. 

The information gathered in the desktop exercise and site visits resulted in the selection 

of two sites within each park, placed at over 250 metres apart, to ensure translocated lizard 

groups would remain separated (although see Chapter 2 for observed dispersal of 90 metres by 

one individual). Preference was given to sites which were north-facing or sheltered from 

southerly winds and those which received ample sunlight (minimal shading from 

neighbouring forests on hillsides instead of valleys; Figure 3.1.). 
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     Table 3.1.: Template for recording habitat quality and weather conditions at study sites. Modified from DOC ARDS card. 
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Figure 3.1.: A. shows a regional view of Wellington, New Zealand with LCDB v.4.1. (Deprecated) land cover classification layer applied. Locations (red points) 

and boundaries of regional parks/reserve selected for study are also shown. B. – D. focus on study site boundaries and land cover classifications in Belmont 

Regional Park, Queen Elizabeth Park, and Whareroa Recreation Reserve, respectively. 
Figure 3.1.: A. shows a regional view of Wellington, New Zealand with LCDB v.4.1. (Deprecated) land cover classification layer applied. Locations (red points) and 

boundaries of regional parks/reserve selected for study are also shown. B. – D. focus on study site boundaries and land cover classifications in Belmont Regional 

Park, Queen Elizabeth Park, and Whareroa Recreation Reserve, respectively. 
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3.2.3. Baseline Lizard Surveys 

 
Generally, baseline monitoring for resident lizards at receptor sites is not conducted for 

mitigation translocations, in part due to their limited timeframes and outcome goals (meeting 

legal obligations to relocate lizards from immediate danger). If site visits and baseline 

monitoring do occur, they are often in the form of site walk-throughs and visual observation only. 

However, in this study, I conducted surveys using lizard capture and observation tools (Hare, 

2012; Lettink et al., 2011). At five of the six sites, 20 pitfall traps were deployed in a random 

pattern (based on GPS points provided by ArcGIS ‘Randomize Points’ tool and modified to 

avoid damaging native flora, Figure 3.2.1. - 3.) This monitoring strategy was chosen to best 

survey the large sites (each somewhere between 0.33 – 1.3 hectares), and across variable habitat, 

targeting both open canopied grasses and neighbouring shrubbery which northern grass skinks 

are known to use (Herbert, 2020), and other native vegetation planted to restore the site (Queen 

Elizabeth Park & Whareroa Farm Reserve). The goal was to evaluate presence of northern 

grass skinks, but this method allowed the possibility for analysis of population size and 

distribution if capture rates were high. At Whareroa site E, “the Cairn”, previous monitoring 

was conducted by the Whareroa Guardians community group and this site was retained for 

comparison to receptor sites without background monitoring and habitat enhancement. 

Previous monitoring used pitfall traps in a grid formation (4x4) instead of the randomized 

strategy (trap composition was the same between the grid and random points, Figure 3.2.3.). 

Pitfall traps were designed using 4-litre buckets, buried to fit snugly into the ground 

with artificial cover objects over top (ACOs, two 1 m2 sheets of roofing onduline with sticks or 

small rocks to create gaps suitable for lizards, approximately 10 mm, Figure 3.3.). During 

monitoring, traps were opened with lids removed and resources provided to lizards inside 

including: a wet sponge, a fresh piece of pear, bundle of grass or leaf litter, and wire 
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mesh cut to create a dome within the pitfall for added security from predators (Figure 3.3.; 

Hare, 2012; although see Woolley et al., 2021). Contents were restricted to the bottom 6 cm of 

the bucket and lizards could not escape. 

Pitfall traps were monitored over 10 trapping days in January 2021 with all traps 

checked and re-baited daily in compliance with animal ethics approval. ACOs and pitfall traps 

were checked by hand and used large cardboard boxes to create barriers around traps to reduce 

escapes when ACOs were disturbed. Data collected from individuals documented date, time, 

park and trap number, ACO/pitfall capture, and morphometric data: snout-vent length (SVL, ± 

1 mm), total length (± 1 mm), tail regeneration length (if applicable, ± 1 mm ), mass (± 0.5 g), 

species identification using photos for comparison with field guides, and sex (M/F). Juveniles 

were individuals with an SVL < 45mm. Individuals were given a temporary ID number written 

on the right side of the body, which generally last through the 10-day trapping session in dry 

weather conditions. 

Mapping 

 
I used ESRI Software ArcGIS Pro Version 3.2.4. for all mapping in this chapter including to view 

the original proposed sites and to randomise points at selected sites. 
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Figure 3.2.1. – 3.: Pitfall placement of traps at each park/reserve. 1. – 3. Belmont Regional Park, Queen Elizabeth 

Park, and Whareroa Recreation Reserve sites, respectively. Arrangement was determined using ArcGIS Random 

Points Tool apart from Whareroa Site E “The Cairn”, which had previous monitoring methods in place from 

community group lizard surveys. 

1 2 
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Figure 3.3.: A. Baited pitfall trap, 4-litre bucket with a bundle of grass to mimic local habitat, wet sponge (blue), piece of tinned pear, and wire mesh per 

recommendations for pitfall trap set-up by Hare (2012). B. Artificial cover object (ACO), two sheets of onduline (roofing material), separated by sticks or small 

rocks to create a gap for lizards to move between. 

When traps are opened, the pitfall trap is prepared as above and the ACO covers the top of the pitfall trap. When closed, the contents of the pitfall trap are removed 

and the bucket is sealed with its lid; the ACO can remain on top to encourage lizard use throughout the year (Lettink & Monks, 2016). 

 B 
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3.3. Results 

 
3.3.1. Baseline survey results 

 
A total of 1,160 trapping days were conducted across all sites on sunny days with mild-warm 

temperatures for the pilot survey resulting in capture of only 4 individual northern grass skinks 

(O. polychroma); 1 at site C (QEP), 2 at site E (WF) and 1 at site F (WF). All individuals were 

adults of a healthy size with minimal tail loss or regeneration (Figure 3.4., Supplementary Table 

S3.1.). 

Lizards were observed twice in the disturbed terrain from pitfall trap deployment in 

Belmont Regional Park site B but were not captured in pitfalls and therefore no data are 

available on these individuals, and I cannot be sure they represent more than one individual. 

Based on visual identification, these individuals were listed as O. polychroma as well. At WF 

site  E “The Cairn”, previous lizard monitoring had been conducted by experienced community 

group members using the same methodology and there was no evidence of lizard presence at 

the site. I captured two individuals over 10 monitoring days at the Cairn, emphasizing the 

importance of multiple monitoring sessions to determine lizard presence. Although I can 

identify presence of O. polychroma at five of six sites, data were insufficient to carry out further 

analyses of abundance and distribution. Diversity information for lizards is limited, in part by 

the particular trapping technology deployed which predominantly assesses ground dwelling 

lizards. Reflections on the baseline survey include the need for more effort into surveys, for 

example, a second monitoring session at each site, and “walk throughs” to assess lizard 

presence with less site disturbance. 
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Figure 3.4. continues on next page. 
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 Figure 3.4.: Example of the recommended geodatabase attribute table. Criteria are separated by phase, each phase requests a status update and 

completion date with other requested information based on selection criteria. Information from GWRC research project pilot surveys are listed 

under “Baseline Monitoring”, this section has been isolated for easier readability. 
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3.3.2. Receptor site selection criteria 
 

Originally, four sites were proposed for each park from aerial photography and online mapping 

services. For Belmont Regional Park, two sites were excluded. One had been chemically 

burned to clear vegetation, had changed in land cover composition, and did not meet habitat 

protection or preservation standards. The second was difficult to access (blocked by farm gates), 

and any present lizard habitat was being overtaken by regenerating native bush. 

In Queen Elizabeth Park, rejected sites included an area with strong evidence for a large 

population of northern grass skinks and a site where competing and non-aligned plans for 

management arose (to re-establish wetlands or within an active farm lease). 

At Whareroa Recreation Reserve sites were rejected as they were too cold (settled in a 

valley between a tall hill and mature forest), were within active cattle pastures, or areas with 

high foot traffic and human disturbance. One of the sites selected at Whareroa arose only as 

part of site visits due to its potential and excellent comparative opportunity with the site E, “The 

Cairn”. 

At the selected sites, I found lizards at 5 of 6 sites, and all sites appeared to have suitable 

characteristics for lizards to occupy, reinforcing their selection as receptor sites. However, this 

effort goes no further in addressing the factors found wanting from mitigation translocation 

current practice. Therefore, having had an experience with receptor site selection and 

subsequently working at the sites, I developed criteria for receptor site selection further, and 

grouped them into ‘phases’ of organisation (Figures 3.4. and 3.5.). Phase 1 refers to aspects 

which  can be addressed in-office by evaluating territorial authority boundaries, land cover 

classification, historical and current regional taxa information, and preliminary contact with 

respective iwi, land managers, and community groups (i.e. Criterion 1.4., Figure 3.5.). Phase 2 

requires site visits to assess habitat (scored using a similar methodology to Table 3.1.), risk and
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further office-based research into previous studies, land management plans, and future site 

plans and opportunities (including the potential to install monitoring tools, conduct predator 

control, and enhance habitat). Phase 3 involves baseline lizard monitoring effort and 

following up any other previously identified aspects, for example, habitat enhancement or 

predator control. Phases and criteria are organised in increasing levels of investment. 

I propose the end of each phase includes a “Status” prompt, where sites can be 

“Approved”, “Approved with changes”, or “Rejected”, allowing a history of site 

evaluation to be retained, and communication points for interested parties. Phases should 

not be interpreted as rigid, and instead aim to encourage proactive and adaptive 

management of receptor sites to  optimize translocated lizard success (Figure 3.5.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. (next page): Framework integrating proposed receptor site selection                                                                                                                  

criteria and geodatabase use, with arrows to represent workflow and adaptive 

management points. 
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1.1. Identify regional parks or reserves which have protected status which might offer sites 

1.2. Investigate lizard taxa historically and currently found in the region (particularly in urban 

areas, which are most likely to be translocated)  

1.3. Use online resources, such as aerial photography via online map services or ArcGIS 

software to review land cover classifications and review land use within protected areas  

1.4. Identify at least 5 sites per protected area for review by iwi, land managers, and community 

groups detailing intentions for use, including alterations and request information about 

previous management/biodiversity studies/predator management  

2.1. Is the site easily accessible for transporting live animals and equipment?  

 

2.2. Does the site provide lizard habitat for the target species?  

 

2.3. Gather information regarding previous site management and future plans.  

 

2.4. Assess the site to receive monitoring equipment and enhancement, confirm with land 

managers.  

A. Wildlife Authority required to handle or disturb lizards and iwi must approve permanent 

identification methods  

B. Targeted monitoring for species life history traits and habitat use (terrestrial, arboreal, 

diurnal, nocturnal, etc.)  

C. Recommendations are for at least 250 trap nights per site to evaluate presence/absence 

D. Monitoring equipment should be deployed early and remain deployed if the site is 

recommended for use from baseline monitoring results 

Update geodatabase with Receptor Site ID and Phase 1 information for each proposed site 

Update geodatabase with Phase 2 information and status for each proposed site 

Receptor Site Selection Framework 

3.1. Habitat enhancement should occur at site at least 3 months prior to use as a receptor site  

 

3.2. Predator control should be partnered with routine monitoring and should be implemented 

3-6 months prior to use as a receptor site  

 

3.3. Fencing in preparation for translocated individuals (if applicable)  

Update geodatabase with monitoring results and status for each reviewed site and report 

findings to ARDS (a.k.a. the BioWeb Herpetofauna Database) 

Update geodatabase with Phase 3 information and status for each reviewed site  

 

 

 

Phase 1: 

Background 

Information 
 

 

 

 

Phase 2:  

Site Visits  
 

 

 

Baseline 

Lizard 

Monitoring 

 

Phase 3:  

Site 

Preparation  
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3.3.3. Geodatabase improvements 

 
I used my experience at receptor sites to build characteristics into a geodatabase that are 

important for capturing all the information I was exposed to and that would later be a 

critical aspect of the record for a mitigation translocation. Maps in AcrGIS are used as 

the foundation for the  geodatabase. These are initiated in phase 1 desktop site selection 

and updated during phase 2 site visits. They can show detail, such as, polygons 

representing sites, through to monitoring trap information or key features. Attribute tables 

are then associated with sites and display data for the site based on “fields”, columns of 

data (Supplementary Figure S3.1.). I propose geodatabase fields that expand on current 

translocation database information to include more receptor site information and cover 

the recommended selection criteria. The geodatabase should be all-inclusive, for used 

and unused sites at differing stages of preparedness and phases of mitigation 

translocations. I propose an attribute table (Figure 3.4.) to store responses /outcomes of 

the three phases and multiple criteria of site selection and preparation as sites are 

evaluated (Figure 3.5.). 

Phase 1 includes fields which address criteria assessed in the desktop exercise: land 

tenure and boundaries, candidate species based on historical records, land cover 

classification (Land Resource Information System’s (LRIS) land cover classification 

database v.4.1 (LCDBv.4.1)), and whether contact has been made with iwi, land 

managers, and community groups (sending preliminary proposals). 

Criterion 1.1. Maps of regional and city council parks and reserves (available to 

the public online), with downloadable data for GIS use. Councils can also provide 

information regarding land parcels which they own or manage. At this stage, the main 

objective is to identify potential protected areas which are not likely to be subjected to 

future urbanization or  major changes. 
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Criterion 1.2. While many regional and city councils are investigating lizard taxa 

in their respective areas to meet biodiversity strategy standards, identifying and 

evaluating lizard populations at a large scale requires long-term intensive monitoring. 

Further complicating this issue, recent taxonomic studies have identified over 70 new 

lizard species, with many being data deficient with respect to distribution and threat status 

(Hitchmough et al., 2016). Understanding the lizard biodiversity in urban areas has been 

relatively understudied in recent years. Current resources for councils include using New 

Zealand field guides and publications on taxonomic research (Hitchmough et al., 2016; 

van Winkel et al., 2018) as well as recent lizard records available by contacting local 

herpetologists and community members familiar with the area and habitats suitable for 

local native species, using citizen science applications such as  iNaturalist, the ARDS 

database (available from DOC), and the translocation database (also available by request 

from DOC). 

Criterion 1.3. After potential target species are identified and confirmed to 

have estimated historical ranges which included proposed protected areas, knowledge of 

habitat use (from herpetofauna guides and experts) can inform receptor site identification 

within protected areas. The Land Resource Information System (LRIS) Portal offers 

multiple environmental datasets at the national and regional level, the most 

recommended for assessing available habitat is the Landcare database (LCDB) v.4.1. 

(Deprecated) land cover dataset (applied to the Wellington region in Figure 3.4.) which 

can be downloaded and used in GIS systems or accessed online using the LRIS portal. 

Several classifications for land cover are listed, including identification of areas made of 

mostly gorse/broom and exotic grasses to forest type classifications. While a useful 

starting point, aerial imagery can take 3-5 years to be processed  and made available 

online, making site visits essential to understand current land cover and use. 
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Criterion 1.4. Proposals should be sent to iwi, land managers, and community 

groups early to keep parties informed and request permission to alter the land. 

Phase 2 lists habitat score (assessed using Table 3.1.), history of management 

(agriculture, predator control, restoration projects), and previous lizard monitoring efforts 

or translocations. 

Criterion 2.1. Sites should have easy access via walking trails or driving (within 

four-wheel drive capabilities) to safely relocate live animals, minimize risks to ecologists 

and researchers, and easily transport monitoring equipment. Other considerations should 

include keeping the site inconspicuous from members of the public or providing signage 

to deter human disturbance  to the site. It is also important to make sites accessible for 

volunteers, funding members, and community members who may wish to engage with 

the work. 

Criterion 2.2. Habitat evaluations are complex and extensive. It is important to 

note that the land cover and major habitat type are present for the candidate species 

(examples of major  habitat type identification in Table 3.1.) but microhabitats also need 

to be addressed in habitat assessment and enhancement (logs, rock formations/ stacks/ 

piles, shrub and tussock planting, etc.; Table 3.1.). 

Criterion 2.3. Preference may be given to sites with history of lizard monitoring, 

predator control, and habitat enhancements. Long-term data is the most reliable resource 

in understanding lizard populations at sites, and population response to changes in 

predator presence and/or habitat changes (Towns, 1995; Hoare et al., 2007; Reardon et 

al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2017; Herbert, 2020). Any previous translocations to the site 

should also be investigated as these translocated groups would require assessment prior 

to receiving more translocated individuals, particularly if they occupy the same habitat.  
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Baseline monitoring occurs between Phases 2 and 3 and lists detailed 

methodology and results. Toe coding was not used in this study to permanently identify 

individuals but is a strong recommendation for future baseline monitoring surveys. 

Permanent identifiers (typically toe coding for skinks and photo ID for geckos) along 

with temporary identification methods  (marking the body with a xylene-free marker) 

are essential to conduct individual analyses over multiple sessions and can provide 

information on individual habitat use and movement. The latter application is important 

in considering new research from Chapter 2 (indicating a 90- metre dispersal event of one 

northern grass skink) and dispersal observed in other herpetofauna translocation studies 

(Ebrahimi & Bull, 2013; Nafus et al., 2017, Nash & Griffiths, 2018). 

Phase 3 and Translocation Data sections provide a record of site management following 

baseline monitoring and for detailed methodology of translocations and translocation 

monitoring results. Within these phases, I proposed fields for capturing the translocation 

information such as the number salvaged, dates of release, number released, and holding 

methods between salvage and  release (such as captivity over winter, if applicable), 

methods and results of post-release monitoring, the number of individuals recaptured in 

post-release monitoring, effort around predator control and results, habitat enhancement, 

and potentially columns for any supplementation as some sites may conceivably attract 

multiple release events. The fields can  be used to store multi-session information or new 

fields could be added to show additional rounds of monitoring or management; however, 

this should be decided by the organization managing the database and be consistently 

applied among translocations (see “Predator Control Cont.” in Phase 3; Figure 3.4.). 

 

3.4. Discussion 

 
Mitigation translocations are known to have high failure rates and inconclusive results  
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(Germano et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015), and should be further investigated before 

their use is continued as a mitigation strategy for herpetofauna. If mitigation 

translocations must continue, it is critical that methodology and compliance are recorded 

and reviewed to improve outcomes. The framework and recommendations of this chapter 

aimed to provide a tool to store mitigation translocation results and the methodology and 

assessments used leading up to the use of a receptor site in translocation.   

 
   I have reviewed current selection criteria for receptor sites of lizards and 

developed additional  criteria which address the history and future plans of a receptor site, 

along with its current status and characteristics. I have integrated these criteria into a 

geodatabase template (adapted from the BioWeb Herpetofauna and Translocation 

Databases, Figure 3.4.) to store information in phases,  grouping criteria together to be 

completed in desktop exercises or site visits. These components are therefore 

recommended to be used in conjunction to pre-emptively select and begin enhancements 

to future receptor sites in the form of a management framework (Figure 3.5.). I outline a 

framework as a flowchart and checklist for assessing site selection criteria and 

recommend using the geodatabase between phases to store assessment outcomes. 

The feedback loop in the final framework allows sites which are listed as “Accept 

with  changes” to be reviewed for use as receptor sites following necessary improvements. 

It will likely be at the discretion of the funding parties and ecologists to assess what 

changes are feasible to make at a site that would change its status to “Accepted”, but the 

intended use would be for minor changes such as providing micro-habitat or 

discontinuing disturbance at the site (grass mowing, use of insecticides, predator control, 

or public restriction from the site, etc.). As such, the timeline for use is context specific 

and based on the extent of prior knowledge of lizards at sites, plans for habitat  
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enhancement, and timeframes for predator presence to be managed. 

Rejected sites represent those which met Phase 1 criteria but are removed because 

they failed on an aspect of Phase 2 criteria. Rejection reasons could include removal at 

the request of iwi, community groups, or land managers, drastic land use changes not 

evident until the site  was visited, poor habitat suitability (e.g. access to sunlight), high risk 

(e.g. of natural disasters), or were inaccessible. A record of rejected sites and reasons for 

rejection could potentially be used to contribute to or justify future management 

initiatives and provide a foundation for translocations of other species. 

Although the framework including the geodatabase and site selection phases was 

built                 with the experience of the GWRC project in Wellington, it could be adapted 

to assist in planning mitigation translocations of other species or using sites which do 

not have the same land tenure as regional parks or reserves (for example, public access 

land which has been restored such as the “Queen’s chain”; Land Act, 1892; Anderson, 

1977). The framework also has the potential to function at a national scale to collate 

mitigation translocation data, assist local government and management agencies in 

preparing for mitigation translocation requests, and isolate problem areas in current 

mitigation translocation protocols so they may provide better outcomes for herpetofauna 

at a greater scale.  
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Chapter 4 

Selection and preparation of mitigation translocation receptor sites 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    4.1. Introduction 

 
Mitigation translocations, the intentional relocation of wildlife to a new area to mitigate  

the effect of human activities on wildlife (Germano et al., 2015), have high failure rates 

and uncertain outcomes, leading many researchers and wildlife protection agencies to   

question their effectiveness at truly mitigating damages to lizards (Sullivan et al., 2015; 

Lennon, 2019). In the last 20 years, mitigation translocations have become one of the most 

frequently used types of translocations occurring annually in New Zealand, particularly 

for herpetofauna (Romijn & Hartley, 2016). These translocations largely take place to  
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mitigate damage of developments at a site which will have a negative impact on lizards  

and their habitat, in accordance with legislation such as the Wildlife Act (1953), 

Conservation Act (1987), and Resource Management Act (1991). Although mitigation 

translocations have been frequently used in the last 20 years to ‘mitigate’ harm to lizards 

due to development, they have been shown to often only meet legal obligations to relocate 

wildlife endangered by development to a new area (Lennon, 2019). This means they have 

historically not provided a net conservation benefit to the impacted species and long-term 

success post-release is understudied and underrepresented in literature (Miller et al., 

2014; Ewen et al., 2014; Germano et al., 2015). Therefore, if the long-term success of a 

mitigation translocation cannot be confirmed, then an outcome benefiting biodiversity 

has not been achieved, and the choice of selecting translocation           as a mitigation tool must 

be weighed against other tools available to developers, ecologists, and territorial 

authorities (Germano et al., 2015). These include environmental and biodiversity offsets 

(Brown et al., 2013; 2014), financial compensation to other conservation projects, or 

denying applications for development (Department of Conservation, 2018; 2019; 

Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2019). 

As most mitigation translocations are considered to meet legal obligations when 

the salvage and relocation have occurred (or in some cases after some post-release 

monitoring occurs), they do not usually utilise “best-practice” protocols as outlined for 

translocations by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (henceforth 

IUCN; IUCN/SSC, 2013) and Department of Conservation (henceforth DOC, 

(Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 2019). For 

herpetofauna, best-practice protocols include assessment of lizard populations at the 

salvage and receptor sites prior to translocation, pre-emptive management of the receptor 

site to provide lizard habitat and control of introduced mammalian predators to protect  
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lizards from predation, and long-term post-release monitoring of the translocated group, 

with results reported or published to appropriate agencies (e.g. DOC; IUCN/SSC, 2013; 

Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018, 2019; Wildland 

Consultants, 2019c). 

I gained experience in several aspects of mitigation translocations and 

investigated areas for improvement in current practices, both before the translocation 

takes place and after. I used short-term success criteria to evaluate a mitigation 

translocation and understand how improved protocols allow criteria to be applied and 

how to further adapt criteria for mitigation translocations. I contributed to the selection 

and preparation of receptor sites for  mitigation translocations, aiming to improve current 

practices. 

Specifically, my aims were: 

 
1. Evaluation of survival and growth of translocated individuals in a mitigation 

translocation case study and whether resident populations at receptor sites 

effected these measurements; 

2. Comparison of the mitigation translocation case study to other mitigation 

translocations and conservation translocations of herpetofauna to identify 

and address inconsistent practices between the translocation types which may 

influence  outcomes; 

3. Selection of potential receptor sites for northern grass skinks and completion 

of preliminary lizard surveys at these sites; 

4. Preparation of recommendations for criteria for receptor sites selection and 

elements of a record-keeping geodatabase to list potential receptor sites to be 

used in conjunction with a receptor site management framework; 

 
The case study evaluated is a cycleway development in Wellington, New Zealand which 

used translocation to mitigate negative impacts of development on the lizard population 

residing at the site. Greater Wellington Regional Council is interested in studying  
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proactive management and preparation of receptor sites to receive lizards from mitigation 

translocations to improve mitigation translocation outcomes. Here, I review outputs of  

previous chapters and discuss them in the context of management recommendations for 

future mitigation translocations. 

 

4.2. Chapter overviews 

 
4.2.1. Chapter two: Short-term success criteria for a mitigation translocation                                  

 

To address knowledge gaps in literature regarding recapture and growth of founders 

following  a mitigation translocation, I conducted post-release monitoring for a mitigation 

translocation of northern grass skinks (Oligosoma polychroma) over two years. The 

translocation used two receptor sites to attempt to evaluate difference associated with and 

without resident populations (skink populations already residing at the site prior to 

translocation) - creating two translocated groups. I measured success using the first two 

short-term success stages described in Miller et al. (2014): survival and growth of 

founders, and evidence of reproduction. The recapture rate and body condition changes 

(calculated using snout-vent length and mass measurements) of each translocated group 

were compared to each other, resident groups (where possible), and northern grass skinks 

studied at non-translocated sites (control sites).  

Recapture rates of translocated individuals were similar between receptor sites and 

were within the range of recapture rates at local control sites and other mitigation 

translocations of herpetofauna (Edgar et al., 2005; Nash et al., 2020; Trent Bell pers. 

comm.), but low in comparison to conservation translocations of herpetofauna in New 

Zealand (Nelson et al., 2002; van Winkel, 2008; van Winkel & Habgood, 2009; Baling 

et al., 2013a). Body condition indices (BCI) declined immediately following translocation  
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but increased beyond salvage BCI by the one-year post-release mark. There was no 

measurable difference in BCI of translocated individuals between receptor sites with or 

without a resident population.  

This project was unable to thoroughly evaluate evidence of recruitment (Stage 2 

short-term success, Miller et al., 2014) beyond the recapture of pregnant translocated 

females because of the possibility of unmarked residents at receptor sites. However, 50-

60% of recaptured translocated females were observed to be pregnant at least once in 

post-release monitoring. 

Dispersal was not studied in this project, but it is noteworthy that one lizard was 

observed to disperse 90 metres from its release point in early post-release monitoring, 

which in most instances would have been beyond the range of monitoring equipment. 

The mitigation translocation was found to be successful in its goal to relocate individuals 

from imminent danger and therefore meet legal obligations but has not yet shown results 

supporting short-term success at the receptor sites. Low numbers of translocated 

individuals were recaptured (11.1%), indicating uncertain outcomes for the majority that 

were not recaptured following release and raising concern that net conservation loss is 

occurring as a result of mitigation translocation activity. However, for those recaptured, 

improved body condition and pregnancy in translocated females implies suitable habitat 

and resource availability at both receptor sites.  

Uncertainty around outcomes of mitigation translocations means they may not 

meet expectations of national laws such as the Wildlife Act (1953) and Conservation Act 

(1987) (Miskelly, 2014; Lennon, 2019), and conflict with national and regional 

biodiversity initiatives to identify and preserve biodiversity in urban areas (Department 

of Conservation, 2020a; Greater Wellington Regional Council, 2016; Wellington City  
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Council, 2015). I make recommendations in this chapter which re-iterate those made by 

previous translocation reviews (Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Germano & Bishop, 2009), 

particularly for mitigation translocations of herpetofauna (Edgar et al., 2005; Germano et 

al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; Lennon, 2019). Primarily, it is necessary to thoroughly 

survey potential receptor sites to understand resident populations which may inhabit them 

(and further study how residents and translocated groups may interact; such as Mulder et 

al., 2017), to conduct multiple post-release monitoring sessions over multiple years to 

accurately evaluate the outcome of a translocation, and publish results and methodology 

to isolate problems. In the future, mitigation translocations should investigate dispersal 

of New Zealand lizards (even those which are not known to have a homing instinct) and 

employ genetic analysis to evaluate reproduction and the integration of translocated 

groups into resident populations. The lessons learned from this case study provided 

insight and improvements to the methodology developed for Chapter 3, an investigation 

into the selection and preparation of receptor sites.  

4.2.2. Chapter three: Receptor site preparedness for mitigation translocations 

of lizards 

 
Following a mitigation translocation of northern grass skinks to a regional park in the 

Wellington region which resulted in high mortality rates during captivity and low 

recapture rates post-release (Trent Bell and Richard Romijn pers. comm.), Greater 

Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) initiated a project to prepare  for the use of 

regional parks as receptor sites in future mitigation translocation requests. I evaluated six 

sites in two regional parks and one recreation reserve (owned by DOC) as potential 

receptor sites for translocated lizards, using a combination of desktop exercises and 

fieldwork. I conducted baseline monitoring for analysis of resident populations. I used 

this experience to develop a framework for future mitigation translocations, including  
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updated receptor site selection criteria to include information about the future 

management plans at the site, habitat  assessment results, community involvement, and 

results from baseline surveys to assess  resident populations.  

    The framework also recommends the use of a geodatabase to store receptor site  

information for all evaluated sites (potential, approved, or rejected) during different 

stages of evaluation (phases). This framework was developed to assist in record-keeping 

and encourage compliance surrounding the guidelines and key principles recommended 

for conservation translocations by the IUCN (IUCN/SSC; 2013) and DOC (Department 

of Conservation Technical Advisory Group; 2019) in the event of a mitigation 

translocation. Mitigation translocations should be re-evaluated as the go-to methodology 

for mitigating harm to lizards due to development; however, if they are the only option, 

use and publication of record-keeping such as this framework can help isolate and 

address issues with mitigation translocations.   

 

4.3. Testing the framework 

 
I conducted a retrospective review of the choice of receptor sites for the study in Chapter 

2 to test site selection aspects of the framework. I focussed on land cover and habitat 

classifications,  site protection status, previous or ongoing management of the sites, and 

previous lizard monitoring. 

   These sites were initially selected based on provision of northern grass skink habitat 

ascertained  by reviewing aerial imagery (site B) or consulting previous monitoring results 

(site A), and the  opportunity to study the presence of a resident population at a 

translocation receptor site. This was not intended to be a re-enforcement of the resident 

population, but rather to study the survival and growth of translocated individuals post- 
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release alongside an established population utilizing the same resources and habitat 

(Wildland Constultants, Ltd., 2018). 

  Using my framework, receptor site A (Mount Victoria) is a good candidate to 

receive northern grass skinks. Using the Land Resource Information System (LRIS) land 

cover classification database (LCDB v.4.1.), the site is classified as “Urban 

parkland/Open space” and on the eastern side of the site, “Exotic forest”, and comprised 

of open-canopied grasses and revegetating native bush, providing habitat for sun basking 

and protection from the elements and predators. Considering land tenure, the site is 

managed by Wellington City Council, and protected from urbanization as a city park 

unless major changes (which require public consultation) are made to land classifications. 

Considering agents of decline, the site has early- stage predator control (trapping stations) 

which will increase as the next phases of predator eradication for the Predator Free 

Wellington project expand eastward from Miramar peninsula  to include Mount Victoria 

(Greater Wellington Regional Council, 2019). 

Evidence of lizards at a site can increase confidence that the site has appropriate 

habitat for lizards. Previous studies at this site did not detect the presence of skinks 

(Woolley, 2020), but trapping for that study was conducted in regenerating native 

bush/forest habitat so may have missed the primary habitat for grass skinks. Therefore, 

increasing confidence in habitat enhancement and  predator control offset the evidence of 

skinks, and selection of this site was viewed as an opportunity to contribute to restoration 

of skinks. In retrospect, using my framework, the release points of some lizards were not 

ideal as the regenerating bush and forest would change the canopy cover and habitat 

covariates in the future. Furthermore, the first session of post-release monitoring did not 

target all release points, only those which were on the previously established grid in 

regenerating bush and forest. Installation of traps along the edge of  bush/grass were more  
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successful in catching lizards, reinforcing the species specific aspects emphasised in the 

framework. 

Using my framework, receptor site B would not likely have been chosen based 

on the desktop exercise as it is listed as “Built-up Area (Settlement)” (LCDB v4.1.). 

However, a walk through  demonstrates the habitat is similar in composition to the salvage 

site (and more similar than site A to the salvage site), including rocky ground cover, with 

grasses and small Coprosma spp. shrubbery, emphasising the need to include both 

approaches to site selection. Land tenure  is secure with Wellington City Council and is 

often referred to as a part of the Queen’s Drive Reserve, although the same caveat applies 

as site A with regard to changes in land classification depending on urban pressures. 

Resident lizards were observed at this site, but no baseline monitoring to understand the 

abundance, density and diversity was conducted. Residents were not individually 

identifiable in subsequent monitoring until toe coding began post-release. This  site may 

not have been classified as “Approved” if baseline monitoring of residents had indicated 

a high resident population, for the benefit of both translocated and resident groups. One 

possible solution to a high catch at the site could have been to assess an adjacent site in 

the general area or to enhance the proposed site to support a larger lizard population, for 

example, habitat attributes and predator control. 

Improvements are still needed to best understand the short-comings of mitigation 

translocations of herpetofauna, particularly improvements in the applied use of “best-

practice” methodology and compliance to legal obligations set out by DOC and territorial 

authorities. Future studies should prioritize using best practices and isolating each of the 

factors which may affect low recapture rates and success rates such as individual 

dispersal, habitat enhancement, presence of predators and resident population effects. 

It is my recommendation that these factors be further assessed before evaluating the use  
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of receptor sites with resident populations  to receive translocated individuals, although 

with the continued struggle over land use between  wildlife and humans, this will require 

further study as well. 

 4.3.1. What aspects of the framework need further testing and expansion? 
 

This thesis studied differences between receptor sites with and without resident 

individuals of the same species as the translocated species (O. polychroma). However, 

the proposed framework does not currently include criteria evaluating other species at 

receptor sites which may have interspecific interactions with the translocated species, 

particularly other lizard species which may have similar habitat and resource use. 

Historical data can inform preparation of receptor sites for species which are likely 

translocation candidates and monitoring can be expanded beyond detecting resident 

populations of the translocated species. In this case, different trapping tools would need 

to be deployed to capture geckos or arboreal species. The framework has also not been 

tested or considered with respect to use for other species. Although clearly many of the 

aspects apply, there may also be species specific requirements that need additional 

consideration, for example, species that have different habitat needs at different life 

stages (Nafus et al., 2017; Markle et al., 2018). 

The framework holds recommendations for the selection and preparation of 

receptor sites but does not include recommendations regarding the different options for 

site size or translocation sizes which might trigger use of those sites. One solution could 

be the preparation  of multiple sites with a range of sizes and assessment of carrying 

capacity and appropriate translocated group size for that. It is also important that 

translocation propagules have a balanced composition regarding sex (Male/Female) and 

life stage (Adult/Juvenile) to encourage population growth post-release (IUCN/SSC,  
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2013; Department of Conservation Lizard Technical Advisory Group, 2018; 2019; 

Wildland Consultants, 2019c). The framework also does not currently elaborate on 

recommendations for long-term management concerns. Such considerations include 

genetic bottlenecking and population fragmentation. These might be a consideration 

where supplementation/reinforcement can be justified at a later date. 

 4.3.2. How can this framework be applied more widely? 

 
The framework developed in Chapter 3 was produced primarily for use in GWRC’s 

mitigation  translocation research project, but could be applied to a larger scale, similar to 

the BioWeb Herpetofauna and Translocation Databases currently managed by DOC. This 

could include other species of lizards, and more generally to fauna affected by mitigation 

translocations. In some cases, work conducted for one species might be easily applied to 

another, meaning there is an excellent opportunity to leverage off earlier effort because it 

is all recorded in the database. 

I focussed on sites with long-term land tenure and legal protection by local 

governing bodies, but there are opportunities to include any sites that could be habitat for 

the species of interest. For lizards this could be edge habitat such as the “Queen’s chain”, 

public-access land adjacent to rivers and coastal sites (Land Act, 1892; Anderson, 1977; 

Mason, 1991). Restoration sites adjacent to suburbia, for example, gullies are not likely 

to  appear like good receptor sites using the land cover database (LCDB v.4.1) but may 

be excellent new opportunities arising from community groups and local governmental 

agency restoration efforts (Ingram, 2008; Klaus & Kiehl, 2021). Further edge sites and 

reclaimed land  could be particularly helpful receptor sites for mitigation translocations of 

native lizards, which salvage low numbers but are still be required to continue (Lennon, 

2019). 
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For the framework and criteria to be most effective, inconsistencies in legal 

obligations  must be rectified and compliance to improved standards and requirements 

enforced (such as the implementation of habitat enhancement at an appropriate time in 

the translocation process and follow-up on continued compliance; Lennon, 2019). As 

protocols improve and legal obligations become more consistent, community groups 

could become more involved to enhance protected areas in their community with the 

purpose of receiving lizards displaced by development alongside regional and national 

entities (such as  the goals of Whareroa Guardians with DOC and GWRC). The desire to 

reduce introduced predators (Reardon et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2015; Department of  

Conservation, 2020b; 2021) and restore native biodiversity by means of conservation 

translocations (Department of Conservation, 1999) is already present in community 

groups throughout the country and could provide opportunity to engage the public in 

conservation of native biodiversity, improve mitigation translocation practices, and see 

better outcomes from mitigation translocations of herpetofauna.  

To conclude, this thesis reviewed and addressed some of the issues with 

mitigation translocations of herpetofauna, both globally and in New Zealand, particularly 

post-release monitoring and the selection of receptor sites. This thesis emphasizes two 

points: the importance of utilizing several, if not all, conservation translocation 

techniques recommended by the IUCN and DOC and the publication of methodology and 

results used in mitigation translocations. Using best practices and reporting protocols are 

essential to move forward in isolating problem areas of mitigation translocations, to 

improving long-term success, and re-evaluating their use for mitigation of human 

activities. To integrate these points into regular use in mitigation translocations, I 

developed a framework and geodatabase to provide structure and accountability in the 

selection and preparation of receptor sites. However, these outputs and recommendations  
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are only a starting point and do not solve the many issues with mitigation translocations 

– they simply provide an experimental tool and still require testing and improvements for 

use in realistic situations. If the application of “best-practice” protocols does not improve 

the success rates  of mitigation translocations, they must be re-assessed as the “solution” 

to mitigate harm to lizards due to development and other options for mitigation or offset 

of damage from development considered.  If they must be used, it is necessary that they 

employ principles and guidelines established by international and national agencies for 

conservation translocations, which historically produce better outcomes for biodiversity, 

and not just employ methods to meet legal obligations. The recommendations made from 

the Chapter 2 case study and the framework/geodatabase produced in Chapter 3 

incorporate conservation translocation strategies for herpetofauna that have been 

recommended for 30 years (Dodd & Seigel, 1991; Germano & Bishop, 2009). If 

mitigation translocations (particularly of herpetofauna) must continue, they should 

employ these recommendations and publish results to further the field and improve 

current practices before continuing as a reliable method for development mitigation
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Table S2.1.: Site names as referred to in this chapter, with common names and coordinates 

to accompany a map of site locations. Control site 6 was removed from this study after 

session 6 and continues to experience frequent land ownership changes. 
 

Site Reference Name Site Common Name (X- , Y- Coord.) 

Salvage Site Cobham Drive 41°18'59.8"S 174°48'25.7"E 

Receptor Site A Mount Victoria 41°18'03.4"S 174°47'22.9"E 

Receptor Site B Houghton Bay 41°20'40.3"S 174°47'31.4"E 

Control Site 1 Scorching Bay 41°17'45.9"S 174°49'57.5"E 

Control Site 2 Ōtari-Wilton's Bush 41°16'03.7"S 174°45'29.9"E 

Control Site 3 Karori Cemetery 41°16'31.4"S 174°44'53.1"E 

Control Site 4 Wright's Hill 41°17'44.3"S 174°44'17.8"E 

Control Site 5 Te Ahumairangi Hill 41°16'22.9"S 174°45'55.3"E 

Control Site 6 Massey Memorial 41°17'13.6"S 174°49'35.8"E 
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Figure S2.1.: Change in individual snout-vent length by session (time) for all individuals which could 

reliably be identified using permanent identifiers. Control sites are only reported for sessions 1 – 4 

unless an identifiable individual was recaptured following session 4. Some individuals captured at the 

salvage event (session 5) were previously captured in Pre-translocation monitoring. 
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Appendix for Chapter 3 
 

 

 

Table S3.1.: Individual capture data for captured residents at Queen Elizabeth Park (QEP) and 

Whareroa Farms (WF), January 2021. Trap codes with a number refer to the pitfall placement a 

monitoring grid (WF site E) whereas trap numbers refer to a specific pitfall in the randomized 

arrangement. ACO/Pit describes which part of the trap the lizard was caught in, the artificial cover 

object (ACO) or pitfall trap (Pit). SVL, Regen, and TOT are length measurements of individuals (mm): 

snout-vent length, tail regeneration, and total length. Mass is recorded in grams. Options for life stage 

are adult (A) or juvenile (J) and sex is classified as male (M), female (F), or juvenile (J, as juveniles are 

too small to sex accurately.) F(p) is used to note a female which appears pregnant from visual assessment 

and external palpation of the abdomen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3.1.: A pop-up window in ArcGIS Pro v.2.4.0 providing attribute table fields (left) and site information (right) 

entered to the table for site E at Whareroa Farm. Once entered into the attribute, this information is attainable by using the 

“Identify” function on the site E polygon.  
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